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Abstract 

 

In this study, I examine the impact of economic conditions and monetary policy on the 

value relevance of accounting information. By reviewing the interaction of 

macroeconomic condition measures with earnings, the book value of equity, and cash 

flows from operations, the results show that the economic environment significantly 

affects the value relevance of accounting information. More specifically, I find that as the 

economy is improving the value relevance of earnings increases, while the value 

relevance of book value and cash flows decreases. Conversely, when the economy is 

heading into decline, the value relevance of earnings shifts to book value and cash flows, 

as asset quality and cash position become increasingly important. Collectively, these 

results support the view that value relevance is more nuanced and that the economic 

backdrop must be considered. I also incorporate the value relevance of fifteen distinct 

accounting values and examine the impact of forward-looking economic conditions and 

Federal monetary policy. I find that monetary policy is negatively related to value 

relevance; therefore, during expansive monetary policy, often surrounding a weak 

economy, value relevance declines. In the historic debate over the usefulness of 

accounting information, no prior study has performed a quarterly review of forward-

looking indicators compared to contemporaneous economic measures and the future 

effects of monetary policy with a broad array of accounting values. These findings 

provide insight for future value relevance research and reveal that the economy 

significantly influences the value relevance of accounting information.  

 

Keywords: value relevance, economic conditions, monetary policy 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

A long stream of accounting literature investigates the value relevance of 

financial accounting information. In a recent paper, Barth et al. (2019) summarize the 

evolution of the value relevance literature and note that several studies find that the 

combined value relevance of book value and earnings has decreased over time (Brown et 

al., 1999; Gu, 2007; Lev & Gu, 2016; Lev & Zarowin, 1999). In contrast, other studies 

find no such declining trend (Barth et al., 2019; Collins et al., 1997; Ely & Waymire, 

1999; Francis & Schipper, 1999). Further studies document that other accounting 

measures, such as operating cash flow (Akbar et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2017; Tahat & 

Alhadab, 2017) and R&D expense (Barth et al., 2019; Core et al., 2003; Lev & 

Sougiannis, 1996), are collectively value relevant over and beyond book value and 

earnings, individually.  

In their study, Barth et al. (2019) document that the value relevance of several 

accounting measures varies significantly over time. The authors offer two potential 

explanations for this variation: 1) the presence of more loss firms over time, and 2) the 

seismic shift over time toward “New Economy” firms whose value is highly dependent 

on intangible assets from traditional, industrial firms. In this dissertation, I offer a third 

plausible explanation: that the value relevance of accounting measures is time varying 

depending upon the economic environment. To date, only a few studies have explored the 

role of the economic environment on the value relevance of financial statements. Johnson 

(1999) finds that earnings response coefficients (ERCs) vary across the business cycle 

and are higher during economic expansions than during recessions. In contrast, Jenkins et 

al. (2009) document that the value relevance of current earnings is greater during 
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economic contractions than during expansions. Generally consistent with Jenkins et al. 

(2009), Kane et al. (2015) document that the value relevance of earnings and book value 

is higher during recessionary periods. Collectively, these few studies have only examined 

the value relevance of earnings and book value, and in light of more recent research 

suggesting that the value relevance of earnings has declined over time in favor of other 

accounting measures, a more comprehensive study of the relation between economic 

conditions and value relevance is warranted.  

There are reasons to postulate that the usefulness and value relevance of 

accounting information are linked to the state of the economy. From a macroeconomic 

setting perspective, prior research suggests that different economic environments 

influence investor perceptions and attention to financial statement information. In times 

of uncertainty, investors pay more attention to financial statements (Benhabib et al., 

2019; Loh & Stulz, 2018; Schaberl, 2016) and exert more effort to make the best 

decisions with limited resources (Hampson & McGoldrick, 2013). That is, in a down 

economy, investors are likely to “sharpen their pencils,” and conduct more thorough, 

fundamental research relating to their investment decisions than in an up economy. In 

contrast, in an up economy, investors might be more apt to rely less on financial 

statement information to make investment decisions and may be more influenced by 

other non-financial factors such as market sentiment (Nofsinger, 2005).  

Motivated by calls for additional studies along the Macro-Accounting dimension 

(Konchitchki, 2016), this dissertation adds to the value relevance literature by 

investigating how economic conditions, as measured by changes in monetary policy and 

other leading economic indicators, affect the value relevance of accounting information. 
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Building on prior studies that document a strong association between monetary policy 

and stock market returns (Johnson et al., 2016) and a link between monetary policy and 

accounting quality (Armstrong et al., 2019), I examine the relation between the value 

relevance of fifteen accounting measures and economic conditions. Unlike most prior 

value relevance studies that use annual financial statement information and gauge 

economic conditions using backward-looking or contemporaneous economic measures, 

my study uses quarterly data and relates value relevance to changes in monetary policy, 

as measured by directional changes in the federal funds rate and the Federal Reserve 

discount rate, and other forward-looking leading economic indicators.  

To my knowledge, this is the first study in the value relevance literature to use 

quarterly data and relate changes in monetary policy and other forward-looking economic 

indicators to the value relevance of financial statements. As stock prices should generally 

reflect the present value of companies’ future earnings, it is plausible that the relation 

between forward-looking monetary policy rate changes and value relevance may be 

different from the relation using backwards-looking or contemporaneous economic data. 

Further, the usage of quarterly data captures the economic variation throughout the year, 

which is not examined in prior value relevance studies that use annual data. Emphasis on 

quarterly data is supported by research findings, such as investor attention explaining 

positive returns around earnings announcements (Chapman, 2018), and because investors 

have become more attentive to the quarter-by-quarter performance of the companies in 

their investment portfolio. This paper advances the literature by providing empirical 

evidence on how monetary policy relates to the value relevance of financial statement 

information.  
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The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a 

literature review, Chapter 3 includes the development of hypotheses, and Chapter 4 

presents the empirical methodology. Chapter 5 describes the data and sample selection. 

Chapter 6 presents the empirical results, and Chapter 7 offers conclusions and ideas for 

future research.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

The value relevance literature dates back to the seminal work of Beaver (1968), 

although Beisland (2009) notes that the term “value relevance” was not recognized until 

1993 (Barth et al., 2001). Value relevance research is explained by Barth et al. (2001) as 

research that examines the association between accounting amounts and equity market 

values, and they state that “an accounting amount is defined as value relevant if it has a 

predicted association with equity market values” or “if it explains variation in share 

price.” Since Beaver’s (1968) seminal work, several studies have put forth conflicting 

evidence relating to value relevance of financial statement information. 

The Value Relevance of Earnings and Book Values 

 

Most studies in the value relevance literature have focused on the value relevance 

of earnings, defined as net income, and book value. In his seminal study, Beaver (1968) 

found that the information content of earnings was significant. However, Lev (1989) 

examines the relation between earnings and risk-adjusted stock returns and finds that the 

correlation between the two is very low, in fact often negligible, and exhibits significant 

variation over time. In a similar vein, Collins and Kothari (1989) study the same relation 

by examining changes in the slope coefficients within a discounted dividend valuation 

model and find that ERCs vary over time.  

Collins et al. (1997) study the value relevance of earnings and book values over a 

forty-year period (1953-1993). They assess the value relevance of book value and 

earnings using an R2 (R-squared) decomposition technique where stock price is regressed 

on earnings and book value. To assess value relevance over time, the authors regress the 

R2s from annual regressions on a time variable. The authors document a shift in value 
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relevance from earnings to book value, with a slight increase in combined value 

relevance over time. Francis and Schipper (1999) employ a returns-based approach to 

assess value relevance over a similar forty year time period (1952-1994). Specifically, the 

authors regress market-adjusted returns of five hedge portfolios, as well as individual 

stock returns and equity market values, on earnings and book values. Similar to Collins et 

al. (1997), to assess value relevance over time, the authors regress the time series of R2s 

from annual regressions on a time variable and document a decrease in the relevance of 

earnings and an increase in the relevance of book values over time. Using a longer 1927-

1993 time period, Ely and Waymire (1999) focus on the value relevance of earnings by 

assessing the relationship between market-adjusted returns of 100-stock portfolios and 

earnings (and changes in earnings) over time. The authors’ main result is that they do not 

find any evidence of improvements in the value relevance of earnings over time, even 

after the initiation of U.S. standard-setting in 1939. Consistent with Collins et al. (1997) 

and Francis and Schipper (1999), Ely and Waymire (1999) also document an 

improvement in the combined relevance of earnings and book value over time.  

Easton (1998) discusses the concern of scale affecting the statistical associations 

between price and the balance sheet and income statement regressions as utilized by 

Collins et al. (1997). As described by Ota (2003), the scale effect pertains to large (small) 

firms having large (small) accounting variables and therefore needing to control for firm 

size in such regressions to avoid incorrect inferences. Easton (1998) explains that the 

number of shares outstanding is a management decision, which affects the scale of the 

per share variables in a regression where share price is the dependent variable. With the 

scale issue in mind, Brown et al. (1999) replicate the results of Collins et al. (1997) and 
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show that their conclusion of an increased value relevance of earnings and book value is 

driven by changes in scale. Given the relative same sample period of Collins et al. (1997) 

and Francis and Schipper (1999), Brown et al. (1999) suggest that their conclusions also 

apply to the latter study. After controlling for the scale problem, Brown et al. (1999) find 

evidence in direct contradiction to the results of Collins et al. (1997) and Francis and 

Schipper (1999): they find evidence that the combined value relevance of earnings and 

book value have decreased over the same forty year sample period. Chang (1998) also 

replicates the results of Collins et al. (1997) and Francis and Schipper (1999) after 

correcting for heteroskedasticity and also document a decline in value relevance similar 

to Brown et al. (1999). Gu (2007) also finds a decline in value relevance by using a 

regression residual dispersion as an alternative measure for explanatory power. A further 

discussion of model specifications is provided in the subsequent methodology chapter. 

In another sample (1978-1996), Lev and Zarowin (1999) find that the value 

relevance of earnings and book values (and cash flows from operations) has declined 

over time. Similar to previous studies, the authors run regressions of stock prices and 

returns on earnings, book values and cash flow from operations. Notably, in contrast to 

earlier studies (Collins et al., 1997; Ely and Waymire, 1999; Francis & Schipper, 1999), 

the authors document a decline in the combined value relevance of earnings and book 

value. Lev and Zarowin (1999) describe that the inconsistency with Collins at al. (1997) 

in the price-based regression results is due to the periods examined, as Lev and Zarowin 

(1999) focused on the 1977-1996 portion of the 40-year sample during 1953-1993 by 

Collins et al. (1997). They also extended three more years beyond (1994-1996), which 

had low R2 measures. 
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While reviewing firm-level financial health, Barth et al. (1998) find that, prior to 

bankruptcy, firms’ book values increase in value relevance, and earnings decrease in 

value relevance. They also study a larger sample of firms, which do not file for 

bankruptcy and that vary in financial health, and classify them by effective bond ratings 

into two financial health categories. For the firms in poorer financial health, the value 

relevance of book value was higher, and the relevance of earnings was lower, relative to 

the better financial health group of firms. While considering firm-level growth potential, 

Frank (2002) studies the relationship between earnings and book value with price, and 

finds that value relevance is significantly higher for low-growth firms relative to high-

growth firms. Thus, it appears that value relevance of accounting information is partially 

driven by firm-level attributes, such as financial health and growth potential. 

Core et al. (2003) examine earnings, book value of equity, and proxies of growth 

for unusual shifts in value relevance for the 1975-1999 time period and during the new 

economy period that they define as occurring between 1996-1999. They also analyze 

subsamples of high-technology firms, young firms, and young firms with losses. The 

study includes regressions of market value of equity on measurements of growth, 

including research and development (R&D) expenditures, advertising expenditures, 

capital expenditures and sales growth. The authors find that the explanatory power of the 

accounting variables decreased during the new economy period; however, the decline is 

not due to the relation between these variables and firm value, which remained stable. 

Rather, they conclude that the decrease is due to increased unexplained variation in 

equity values caused by uncorrelated omitted factors and that the variation in firm value 

had substantially increased. Kothari and Shanken (2003) utilize randomly selected 
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samples of 500 U.S. stocks each year over a 1967-2000 time period to study the time-

series variation in the value relevance of income statement and balance sheet variables. 

They find a strong negative association between the price-based regression ERCs and 

dividend yield, book-to-market ratio, and earnings yield, which indicates that ERCs tend 

to be low in periods when discount rates are high and growth opportunities are poor.  

Christensen et al. (1999) show that during the 1989-1992 time period earnings 

announcements of property and liability insurers are less informative to investors when 

there are greater incentives to engage in earnings management. However, Marquardt and 

Weidman (2004) find that earnings management, as measured by discretionary accruals, 

reduces the value relevance of earnings and the overall usefulness of accounting 

information, but that the value relevance of book value is greater. On the other hand, 

while measuring the quality of earnings, Bao and Bao (2004) find that income smoothing 

of non-quality earnings results in more value relevance, using both price-based and 

returns-based regressions. They report that, when earnings are considered high quality, 

income smoothing shows higher value relevance than non-smoothers in the returns-based 

regressions but lower value relevance than non-smoothers in the price-based regressions. 

Monahan (2005) uses a residual income valuation model to show that 

conservative accounting, defined as expensing instead of capitalizing R&D costs, affects 

the explanatory power of aggregate earnings. Using a returns-based model over the 1978-

1998 time period, Monahan (2005) finds that, when adjusting for the capitalization of 

R&D, high-growth firms had a significant increase in explanatory power; however, the 

value relevance of low-growth firms was not affected, regardless of the level of 

conservatism. Using a similar model as Monahan (2005), Hassel et al. (2005), study the 
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quarterly market value of equity during 1998 to 2000 as a function of book value of 

equity, earnings, and environmental performance for a sample of Swedish firms. Based 

on the passing of regulation and a measure called the environmental performance index, 

they find a significant negative relationship between market values and environmental 

index ratings, and that both book value of equity and net income provide value relevant 

information. While reviewing value relevance in the context of earnings management and 

quality of accounting earnings and book value, Barth et al. (2008) use an international 

sample of firms that adopted International Accounting Standards (IAS) between 1994 and 

2003. They report that the adoption of IAS showed less earnings management and a 

higher association of accounting amounts with share prices and returns. However, when 

Barth et al. (2008) matched the sample of firms using IAS to a group of non-IAS firms, 

the price-based regression model showed that earnings and book values were more value 

relevant for IAS firms, but the returns-based regression model did not find the same 

result. Clarkson et al. (2011) control for non-linear effects with a sample of European and 

Australian firms that adopted IFRS during 2005, and find that there is no observed 

change in the value relevance of book value per share and earnings per share for Code or 

Common Law countries.  

Balachandran and Mohanram (2011) also study the association between 

conservatism and the value relevance of accounting information, similar to Monahan 

(2005). Balachandran and Mohanram’s (2011) analysis during the 1975-2004 time period 

is different as they measure conservatism using two other methods and alternative R2 

measures from both price-based and returns-based models. The authors find no evidence 

that firms with increasing conservatism exhibit greater declines in value relevance, thus 
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showing that accounting conservatism does not drive down value relevance. This finding 

is generally consistent with Monahan (2005), except for high-growth firms. 

Lev and Gu (2016) analyze the association between stock prices and earnings and 

book values dating back to the 1950s and also document a decline in the value relevance 

of earnings and book values over time. Early in their sample period, the R2s from annual 

regressions of equity market values on reported earnings and book value was upwards of 

90% but has since declined dramatically to around 50% in 2013. More recently, Barth et 

al. (2019) show in the March 2017 version of their working paper, based on R2s from 

annual regressions of stock price on net income and book value of equity, scaled by 

shares outstanding, the explanatory power over time has not significantly changed. 

The Value Relevance of Other Accounting Information 

 

Although the majority of the value relevance literature have focused on earnings 

and book values, several studies have examined the value relevance of other key 

accounting information. Lev and Zarowin (1999) examine the relation between stock 

returns and operating cash flows (plus accruals), and the analysis of the rate of change 

experienced by U.S. business. To determine the rate of change, firms are classified into 

portfolios based on book value or market value, and then the frequency and magnitude of 

firms’ movement in classification is the absolute rank change. The authors link the rate 

and impact of business change to the decline in the usefulness of financial information to 

investors and show that, even though less pronounced than earnings, the association 

between stock returns and operating cash flows declined over the 1979-1996 time period.  

Davis (2002) examines internet firms during 1998 to 2000 and the value relevance 

of revenue announcements based on two reporting methods, grossed-up and barter 
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revenue. She finds a significant association for revenue announcements when regressing 

three-day announcement period returns on the unexpected portion of earnings and 

revenue on a quarterly basis. In addition, the results indicate that revenue announcements 

provide incremental information to that contained in earnings announcements, as well as 

evidence of declining value relevance from the pre-crash to the post-crash period (after 

April 2000) for firms reporting grossed-up and barter revenue. 

Other studies have also considered alternative performance measures other than 

earnings and analyze the effect on stock price during unexpected changes in these 

measures. Francis et al. (2003) include 16 industries in their study during the 1990-2000 

time period of 12-month returns: three regarding EBITDA (earnings before interest, 

taxes, depreciation, and amortization), three regarding cash from operations, three 

regarding non-GAAP (non-Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) performance 

metrics, and seven regarding earnings, for comparison purposes. Their paper focuses on 

non-earnings performance measures, argued to be superior to earnings for certain 

industries, based on Standard and Poor’s Industry Surveys. Francis et al. (2003) find that, 

for only the earnings benchmark industries, survey perceptions agree with return behavior 

as earnings dominates the other measures in explaining variation in returns. Further, the 

authors do not find evidence that the measures from survey information, EBITDA, cash 

from operations, or non-GAAP metrics preferred by the industry, dominated over 

earnings in explaining variation in returns. Therefore, the perceptions within the industry 

survey reports did not map to the aggregate behavior of stock returns for non-earnings 

measures. When evaluating incremental explanatory power, Francis et al. (2003) 

generally find that the preferred metrics do add significantly to the explanation of stock 
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returns, with the presence of other metrics. While reviewing 149 firms during 1985-1995, 

most from the manufacturing sector, Carnes (2006) finds that abnormal changes in 

quarterly line items (accounts receivable, current liabilities, depreciation, gross margin, 

inventory and selling, general & administrative (SG&A) expense) are associated with 

abnormal stock returns. These findings support the theory that transitory changes in line 

items introduce greater noise into earnings, except for inventory, which yields a higher 

ERC indicating that the market views this information as value relevant. 

Utilizing the analysis of ERCs and cumulative abnormal returns, Kumar and 

Krishnan (2008) study firm-level investment opportunities and the relative value 

relevance of cash flows from operations and accruals. The results indicate that high-

growth companies have relatively high value relevance of cash flows from operations and 

low value relevance of accruals. Cash flow from operations response coefficients increase 

with investment opportunities, within the low investment-opportunity level, and then 

level off at higher levels of investment-opportunity. Kumar and Krishnan (2008) discuss 

that the cost of internal versus external financing causes variation in the importance of 

cash flows from operations. Jorion et al. (2009) find that during 1985-2002, the value 

relevance of accounting ratios (interest coverage, operating margin, long-term debt 

leverage, and total debt leverage) to predict credit ratings have declined over time for 

investment-grade firms, but not for speculative-grade firms. 

Kim et al. (2009) decomposed the impact of sales on earnings during 1980-1997, 

finding that increased earnings from sales improves stock price more than increased 

earnings not related to sales. Specifically, they find that the sales margin response 

coefficient is about three times as large as the ERC when evaluating value relevance 
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based on returns. Bhattacharya et al. (2010) examine accounting values of Internet firms 

that went public during 1992-2000 and determine that accounting data is highly relevant 

in predicting firm failure in a stock market bubble.  

During an international study of 46 countries, Barton et al. (2010) study eight 

performance measures during 1996-2005: sales, EBITDA, operating income, income 

before income taxes, income before extraordinary items and discontinued operations, net 

income, total comprehensive income, and operating cash flows. Income before income 

taxes had the highest relevance in the United States, followed by operating income. 

Motivated by Barton et al. (2010) and the need to understand value relevance within 

various countries, Akbar et al. (2011) found that cash flows can have incremental value 

relevance relative to earnings. Their sample includes non-financial UK firms during 

1993-2007 and they perform a comparison of four price-based models to identify that 

cash flows significantly increase the degree of explanatory power. Another international 

paper, motivated by Barton et al. (2010) and using the same eight accounting values, 

provides a unique analysis as the predictions about the relevance of accounting measures 

are different in Egypt (Ebaid, 2012). The compounded annual returns of Egyptian-listed 

firms are studied during 1999-2009, and R2 is utilized for evaluating relative and 

incremental value relevance. Ebaid (2012) provides results that all of the accrual-based 

measures have statistically higher value relevance than operating cash flows, and net 

income is the most relevant, followed by income before extraordinary items and 

discontinued operations.  

Additional evidence from the UK (Mostafa, 2016), reviews the incremental value 

relevance of earnings and cash flows in four cases: moderate earnings and moderate cash 
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flows; moderate earnings and extreme cash flows; extreme earnings and moderate cash 

flows; and extreme earnings and extreme cash flows. The findings show that earnings 

(both moderate and extreme forms) have incremental value relevance beyond cash flows 

(both moderate and extreme) during 1995-2002 and that cash flows provide 

supplementary information with earnings. In the four cases, Mostafa (2016) reports that 

cash flows has incremental value relevance beyond earnings, except for when moderate 

earnings is compared to extreme cash flows. With a U.S. sample of firms during 2004-

2012, Lee et al. (2017) find an opposing result based on firm-specific measures for 

financial distress. They find that the stock returns for firms in financial distress are more 

strongly associated with cash flows from operations than with earnings. 

In addition to their examination of earnings and book values, Lev and Gu (2016) 

also analyze other accounting measures: cash flow from operations, sales, cost of sales, 

SG&A, total assets, and total liabilities), and discover a similar declining trend in value 

relevance. The results lead the authors to conclude, “We seem to have discovered a 

general phenomenon: a continuous deterioration over the past half century, accelerated 

since the late 1980s, in the association between companies’ capital market values and 

their recently reported financial (accounting) information.”  

Barth et al. (2019) counter this conclusion by separately analyzing new economy, 

non-new economy profit and non-new economy loss firms, with net income and equity 

book value, as well as fourteen other accounting amounts and ten industry indicators. The 

study uses a flexible, non-parametric estimation approach, which includes nonlinearities 

and interactions, referred to as Classification and Regression Trees (CART). Through 

their consideration of the new economy over the 1962-2014 time period and the analysis 
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of annual relations between equity price and accounting amounts, they find no decline in 

combined value relevance of the 14 accounting variables. In the March 2017 version of 

the working paper, Barth et al. (2019) report a range of R2 values by year with the highest 

explanatory power of 77% in 1985 to the lowest of 31% (or 12% in the basic OLS model 

that only includes earnings and book values) in 1999. The fluctuation of value relevance 

throughout their sample period implies that other factors, beyond chronological time, are 

influencing value relevance. 

Economic Conditions and Value Relevance 

 

To date, few studies consider the impact that the economic environment may have 

on the value relevance of accounting information over time. Johnson (1999), over a 

sample period of 1970-1987, examines business cycle variation in the relation between 

security returns and earnings using one-quarter ahead economic forecasts from Data 

Resource, Inc. (DRI, a leading economic forecasting firm during this time) to categorize 

the economy into expansion or recession periods, along with further analysis of credit 

crunch and “reliquification” periods. In a related study, Jenkins et al. (2009) study annual 

data for the 1980-2003 time period and classify expansions and contractions as defined 

by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). The DRI forecast data are 

comparable, but not the same as the official classifications of expansions and recessions 

by the NBER. Both Johnson (1999) and Jenkins et al. (2009) utilize a returns-based 

regression model and measure value relevance as the magnitude of ERCs. Johnson 

(1999) documents that ERCs vary across the business cycle and are higher during 

economic expansions than during recessions. However, in contrast to Johnson (1999), 

Jenkins et al. (2009) report that the value relevance of current earnings is greater during 
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economic contractions than during expansions, after controlling for future earnings 

expectations.  

Kane et al. (2015) also study the effects of economic activity on the value 

relevance of earnings and book value. Specifically, using the NBER’s definitions of 

economic peaks and troughs in aggregate economic activity, the authors regress market 

values of common equity on book value of equity and income before extraordinary items, 

while interacting these variables with a binary indicator for recession. The coefficients 

for book value of equity, income before extraordinary items, and the interaction of a 

recession indicator with book value of equity are positive and highly significant, yet the 

coefficient for the interaction of a recession indicator with income before extraordinary 

items is significantly negative. The latter result suggests that the additional effect of 

higher net income before extraordinary items causes a smaller increase in market values 

of equity during recessions than during non-recessionary periods.  

By reviewing returns as a function of earnings yield, equity capital investment, 

and changes in profitability, growth opportunities, and discount rates, Chen and Zhang 

(2007) conclude that the informative aspects from their model are mainly from the cash-

flow measures, and the change in the discount rate explains less than 2% of the annual 

stock return variation. Most recently, Schmalz and Zhuk (2019) present a nonparametric 

theoretical model and empirically test how the strength of the stock price reaction to a 

given earnings surprise depends on the state of the economy, which is measured by the 

NBER recessions, market return, and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth. Using a 

similar abnormal returns-based empirical methodology as Johnson (1999), the authors 
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find a different result – stocks react up to 70% more strongly to earnings news during 

downturns than upturns. 

A few related studies about economic conditions and value relevance investigate 

whether shifts in value relevance occurred due to the 2007-2008 financial crisis or the 

dot-com bubble of the 1990s. Some studies have focused on cash flows, showing 

increased reliance on cash flows from operations and, specifically, cash flows from 

investing during the crisis (Tahat & Alhadab, 2017). Bepari et al. (2013) show that the 

value relevance of earnings increased, while the value relevance of cash flows from 

operations decreased, in the Australian market during the crisis compared to the pre-crisis 

period. Morris and Alam (2012) show that value relevance of accounting measures 

beyond earnings and book value, such as R&D, advertising, capital expenditures, and 

sales growth, declined during the dot-com bubble 1995-2000 period before increasing 

thereafter. Davis-Friday and Gordon (2005) evaluate changes in the association of stock 

prices and firms’ book values, earnings, and cash flows of Mexican firms during the 

country’s currency crisis of 1994. The explanatory power measured by R2 and the 

valuation coefficient on earnings declined during the crisis period; however, after 

controlling for loss firms, the coefficient remains significant and the incremental value 

relevance continued during the crisis. The explanatory power of book values was higher 

compared to earnings and cash flows during the crisis and the coefficients on book values 

were similar in crisis and non-crisis times.  

D’Mello and Gruskin (2013) discuss specific time periods or events such as the 

dot.com crash in the 1990s, the accounting frauds during 1998-2001, the Sarbanes-Oxley 

Act of 2002, and the 2007-2008 financial crisis. The authors follow the methodology of 
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Gu (2007) and utilize a non-linear model to design a measure that eliminates prior 

econometric issues when analyzing the value relevance of accounting information. They 

refer to the measure as the abnormal pricing error percentage, and it reflects the 

component of stock price that is derived from another source, other than accounting 

information, after controlling for scale and nonlinearity effects. Results indicate that there 

is a role for investor sentiment and behavioral factors that affect stock price, and when 

this role is larger or the effects of other economic factors increase, accounting 

information explains less of the stock price. Bilgic et al. (2018) provide insight regarding 

the value relevance of earnings and book values in Turkey during the 1997-2012 time 

period, including hyper-inflation and the global financial crisis. The authors found that 

earnings and negative interest rates were dominant during the hyper-inflation period, 

assets and liabilities were dominant during IFRS implementation, and that the increased 

reliance on the balance sheet was not evident during the global financial crisis (Bilgic et 

al., 2018).    

Beisland and Hamberg (2013) examine a sample of Swedish firms with Swedish 

GDP as a proxy for investment level and find that, in years which firms are likely to have 

undertaken more investments, the value relevance is higher, especially in traditional 

industries. Zhou (2012) employs another macroeconomic proxy, the Chicago Fed 

National Activity Index (CFNAI) to warn that the potential erosion of earnings quality 

from book-tax conformity would be more pronounced in expansion than contraction. 

Zhou (2012) reports that more than 8% of the value relevance of book income is 

dependent on its interaction with the macroeconomy, while that of tax income is not 

increasingly dependent. In addition, Zhou (2012) finds that book income is more (less) 
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value relevant during economic expansion (contraction). Huang and Zhang (2012) 

measure the economic environment based on earnings predictability and support the 

complementary nature of the income statement and balance sheet, while finding more 

emphasis on the balance sheet when earnings are more uncertain. Schaberl (2016) uses 

market returns and elevated market uncertainty to analyze the relative relevance of 

earnings and forecasts, reporting that accounting information is relatively more useful to 

investors in bad years. 

Another market aspect that affects value relevance is the positive relationship 

between trading volume and share price volatility. As trading volume increases, there is 

an economically substantial increase in share price volatility, especially at high trading 

volumes (Dichev et al., 2014). The authors also explain that information flow 

endogenously drives both share price volatility and trading volume; thus, from a value 

relevance context, the increased trading volume injects more noise into the relationship 

between accounting information and share prices. Dichev et al. (2014) show that U.S. 

trading volume (i.e., annualized value-weighted NYSE/AMEX turnover) has changed 

from less than 10% in 1960 to more than 300% in 2008-2009. Dontoh et al. (2004) use 

the noisy rational expectations equilibrium model to prove that, as non-information-based 

trading activity increases, the value relevance of accounting information declines. The 

authors also posit that the increasing non-information-based trading, especially in 

intangible-intensive firms, is responsible for the declines in R2s in value relevance 

studies, rather than the inadequacy of accounting information. 

 The importance of this study, as a significant contribution to the value relevance 

discussion, and the substantial gap in the current literature, prompt this need for a 
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comprehensive review of the value relevance of accounting information over the 

lengthiest time period available and with more robust economic analysis on a quarterly 

basis. As stated by Bilgic et al. (2018), “accounting value relevance is contextual and 

volatile and, to some extent, determined by exogenous economic factors” (p. 420). The 

influence of economic conditions is not consistently documented with respect to the value 

relevance of accounting information and the results have not been thoroughly examined, 

while controlling for time. More specifically, the value relevance research has not yet 

examined the impact of monetary policy. 

Monetary Policy and Stock Returns  

 

The utilization and perceptions of financial accounting information from 

investors, analysts and the market affect the value relevance of this information on stock 

price, while the monetary policy is forward-looking with potentially instrumental 

undercurrents affecting future business decisions. This section summarizes research 

studying the relationship between monetary policy and stock returns with the purpose of 

presenting these findings, isolated from value relevance. A grasp of this literature is 

important to analyze how the direct relationship between monetary policy and stock 

returns might affect this examination of value relevance. For instance, a strong 

relationship could overshadow the relevance of accounting information and significantly 

intense monetary policy (highly expansionary or highly contractionary) could stimulate 

varying business decisions, affecting financial statements and indirectly influencing the 

value relevance. 

To examine the contemporaneous relationship between monetary policy and 

monthly stock returns, Thorbecke (1997) utilized a vector autoregression model and an 
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event study approach to find that, over the 1967-1990 time period, expansionary 

monetary policy had a large and significantly positive effect on stock returns and 

contractionary policy had a significantly negative effect on returns. In Thorbecke’s 

(1997) study, monetary policy is measured by changes in the federal funds rate and the 

market responses to the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Dow Jones Composite 

Average (DJCA) surrounding news of changes in the federal funds rate. The significantly 

negative relationship between the federal funds rate changes and the DJCA supports the 

theory that news of expansionary (contractionary) monetary policy increases (decreases) 

future cash flows or decreases (increases) the discount factors for capitalizing cash flows. 

Jensen et al. (1997) study the relation between changes in the Federal Reserve 

discount rate and the performance of stock indices. The authors find that short-term 

conclusions show positive (negative) reactions to rate decreases (increases) and the long-

term analysis from 1968 to 1991 uncovered a return difference of 37.55% with higher 

returns following discount rate decreases. Conover et al. (2005) confirm this finding 

using daily returns for the 1963-2001 time period by showing that changes in monetary 

policy, as measured by changes in the discount rate, affect stock returns as higher and 

less volatile returns follow an expansive monetary policy. Durham (2003, 2005) 

challenges these results by performing sensitivity analysis, exploring alternative 

monetary policy measures, and analyzing excess stock price return (as opposed to raw 

return) with data from 16 countries. The sensitivity analyses involved rolling regressions 

for the time-series data and dividing the sample period into subperiods. The study also 

included the federal funds rate for the U.S. and the discount rate for the other countries. 
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Durham concludes that the relationship between monetary policy and stock returns 

largely vanished in more recent years. 

More recently, Johnson et al. (2016), utilizing both changes in the discount rate 

and the federal funds rate, find a significant difference between stock returns in expansive 

conditions and returns in restrictive conditions, with higher returns and greater volatility 

during expansive monetary conditions. These results are largely consistent with the 

results of Jensen et al. (1997) and Conover et al. (2005).   

Two theories discuss the impact of monetary policy on returns as well as provide 

a link between how monetary policy affects the value relevance of accounting 

information: the balance sheet channel and the bank lending channel (Bernanke & 

Gertler, 1995). The balance sheet channel assumes that the cost of external financing 

compared to the opportunity cost of internal financing (the external finance premium) 

should be lower when the firm has greater net worth (or a stronger financial position). 

Monetary policy affects market interest rates and the balance sheets and income 

statements of firms both directly and indirectly. For example, higher interest rates directly 

increase interest expense and decrease net cash flows. Indirectly, a restrictive monetary 

policy may cause a decline in consumer spending and firm revenues.  

The bank lending channel theory affects the external finance premium when 

monetary policy changes the supply of loans from banking institutions. Although the 

bank lending channel has a more immediate effect than the balance sheet channel 

(Kontonikas & Kostakis, 2013), the bank lending channel is more debatable and less 

established (Bernanke & Gertler, 1995) as a result caused by monetary policy. The 

impact of restrictive monetary policy on firms’ financial strength is displayed by the U.S. 
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market through lower stock returns (Johnson et al., 2016) and also through a global study, 

which found that interest rate increases are associated with lower stock prices via higher 

discount rates and lower future cash flows (Ioannidis & Kontonikas, 2008). 

Benhabib et al. (2019) developed a model for the interdependence of information 

in the real sector and the financial sector, and provide a definition for financial price – a 

combination of firm disclosure and financial market price discovery. One goal of value 

relevance research is to prove that accounting information is becoming more (or less) 

valuable in affecting stock prices and/or returns over time. While the financial statements 

contribute to stock price, the varying degrees of influence are affected by the numerous 

elements embedded within the financial market price discovery process (the other side of 

Benhabib et al.’s (2019) definition). This study focuses on aspects entangled with value 

relevance, economic conditions and monetary policy, to sort out the nuances and effects 

of accounting information (through firm disclosure) on stock price. 

Measuring and Assessing Value Relevance 

 

A review of the value relevance literature to date reveals that there are two 

common methods used to assess the value relevance of financial information: the 

evaluation of R2 and the evaluation of ERCs in regressions where the dependent variable 

is stock price or some measure of stock return, and the independent variables are earnings 

per share and book value per share (Ohlson, 1995). In more recent research, additional 

accounting measures such as cash flow and R&D are added as additional independent 

variables. 

 Tahat and Alhadab (2017) identify three categories for value relevance research: 

relative association, incremental association, and marginal information studies. The 
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authors explain that relative association research usually tests for differences in the 

adjusted R2 from annual regressions using different accounting measures as independent 

variables (higher R2 indicates more value relevance). Incremental association is studied 

by reviewing the estimated regression coefficients, particularly the ERCs, and accounting 

information is considered value relevant if the coefficient is significantly different from 

zero. Lastly, marginal information studies test for the effects of specific accounting 

numbers on investment decisions, and these studies commonly utilize event studies 

around short-term return windows.    

Early studies in the value relevance literature (Collins et al., 1997; Ely & 

Waymire, 1999; Francis & Schipper, 1999) evaluated R2s from annual regressions of 

stock price or equity values on earnings and book value to assess value relevance over 

time. Specifically, the R2s from these annual regressions over a long period of time 

(around 40 years) were then regressed on a time variable in a second regression. If the 

sign of the time variable coefficient is positive (negative), then it is concluded is that the 

value relevance of earnings and book values is increasing (decreasing) over time.  

Ota (2003) offers a number of research examples when different results are 

obtained when both price-based and returns-based models are used. The common 

problem related to the price-based model is often referred to as ‘scale effects,’ and the 

typical shortcomings of the returns-based model are termed ‘accounting recognition lag’ 

and ‘transitory earnings’ (Ota, 2003). Barth and Clinch (2009) found that share-deflated 

and undeflated specifications were the best performers for mitigating scale effects, based 

on simulated data via a modified Ohlson (1995) valuation model. The price-based 

regressions for this study originate from Ohlson’s (1995) model, which defines the 
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dependent variable as the market value (price) of the firm and the independent variables 

including earnings, book value, and a vector of other value relevant information. The 

Barth et al. (2019) study is the basis for other value relevant information and the 

justification for the value relevance measures in this study.  

Veith and Werner (2014) explain three opinions regarding the choice between 

price-based and returns-based models, and this paper follows the second opinion based 

on Barth et al. (2001). For this research question, the interest lies in the association of 

accounting information and firm value, not how new accounting information changes 

firm value. This study does not seek to determine what is reflected in changes of value 

over a specific period of time, nor is the purpose to determine whether an accounting 

amount is timely. The objective of my study is to analyze how the value relevance of 

accounting information is affected by varying economic conditions, measured a variety of 

ways.  

While favoring the returns-based approach, Landsman and Magliolo (1988) 

conclude that the returns-based model may not always work best and that the model 

selection is largely decided by what the researcher wishes to assume. The authors state 

that the decision is a “joint function of (1) the economic model of equilibrium that is 

assumed; and (2) the nature of the econometric properties of the data that cause OLS 

assumptions to be violated” (Landsman & Magliolo, 1988, p. 586). Lev (1989) 

summarizes a sample of the returns/earnings research during 1980-88 and states that the 

returns/earnings relationship is the most widely used during this time, above the price-

based regression. Kothari and Zimmerman (1995) agree that returns-based models are 

preferred over price-based models, provide a framework for model selection, and suggest 
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that using both functional forms is beneficial, when possible. However, the ERCs are less 

biased in price-based models; yet the returns-based model exhibits less specification 

issues, such as heteroscedasticity.  

In regards to the scale effect within price-based models, Easton (1998) and Easton 

(1999) suggest that prior studies’ findings may be a spurious association because of the 

effect of scale, and demonstrate that the effect of scale can be substantial; therefore he 

recommends using a returns-based specification. Brown et al. (1999) replicate a previous 

study and find the opposite result (declining value relevance) after controlling for scale 

effects by estimating proxies for the coefficient of variation of the scale factor and then, 

deflating all observations by these proxies. Further, Easton and Sommers (2003) describe 

and clarify the meaning of scale effects, followed by a subsequent response by Akbar and 

Stark (2003). 

Gu (2005) found that the discrepancy between price-based and returns-based 

models that use R2 cannot be explained by the scale factor. Gu (2007) provides stronger 

evidence and state that R2s are not comparable across samples, even in the absence of 

scale and heteroscedasticity. Gu (2007) utilizes the regression residual dispersion as an 

alternative measure of explanatory power and finds a decline of value relevance since the 

early 1970s, regardless of the model (price or returns-based) and the method used to 

adjust for scale effects. Barth and Clinch (2009) also study potential scale-related issues, 

along with specifications to mitigate these effects, and confirm that size differences 

across firms in and of themselves need not reflect scale effects that cause erronous 

conclusions. Other studies have followed the advice of Gu (2007) and use a scale-

adjusted root-mean-square-error (RMSE) measure (Beisland & Hamberg, 2013). 
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Aboody et al. (2002) suggest that it is important to consider market inefficiency effects 

and offer an econometric solution to correct the bias from these effects, while adjusting 

for delayed market reactions. The model specification tests proposed by Onali et al. 

(2017), such as the Hausman test and the Breusch-Pagan LM test, should be considered 

while planning a value relevance study. Ertugrul & Demir (2018) provide a solution to 

control for unobservable heterogeneity by considering firm-level and time-level 

dimensions. In addition, recent working papers have documented the usage of non-liner 

models (Barth et al., 2019; Kang & Starica, 2017), such as the price-to-book multiple 

valuation and CART. 

The Relevance of Value Relevance 

 

In 1989, Lev stated during his review of the literature that “assessing the 

usefulness of earnings to investors and using this assessment to reexamine the accounting 

research agenda is as relevant today as it was 20 years ago when it motivated the 

pioneering returns/earnings studies” (Lev, 1989, p. 155). Even thirty years later, the 

usefulness of earnings and other accounting amounts for investors is an active research 

platform and there are numerous avenues that are still being studied. Although the 

behavior of value relevance over time and during various ecomonic conditions has not 

provided consistent answers, the importance of these questions evoke further research 

that is still very relevant today. 

Holthausen and Watts (2001) critiqued the purpose of value relevance research by 

arguing that only the mere associations of accounting figures and firm valuation offers 

little or no insight for standard setting, unless the underlying theories are descriptive of 

accounting, standard setting and valuation. A paper by Barth et al. (2001) opposes this 
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view by discussing the importance of the value relevance literature and offers six points 

to support future work. With respect to the current study, the most applicable reason from 

Barth et al. (2001) to substantiate this analysis is that value relevance studies are designed 

to assess whether particular accounting amounts reflect information that is used by 

investors in valuing firms’ equity and, within this paper, whether the usage of this 

information differs based on the economic environment. 

Francis and Schipper (1999) offer four possible interpretations of value relevance: 

• Financial statement information leads stock prices by capturing intrinsic 

share values toward which stock prices drift (measured as the profits 

generated from implementing accounting-based trading rules). 

• Financial information is value relevant if it contains the variables used in a 

valuation model or assists in predicting those variables (measured via 

discounted dividend valuation, cash flow or residual income models). 

• Value relevance is indicated by a statistical association between financial 

information and stock price (measured by the ability of financial statement 

information to change the total mix of information in the marketplace). 

• Value relevance is indicated by a statistical association between financial 

information and market values or returns (measured over a long window 

and might mean only that the accounting information is correlated with 

information used by investors). (pp. 325-327) 

Beyer et al. (2010) describe the following accounting-based sources and their 

approximate percentage of contribution to quarterly stock return: management forecasts 

provide 55%, earnings pre-announcements provide 11%, analyst forecasts provide 22%, 
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earnings announcements provide 8%, and mandatory SEC filings provide 4%. The 

authors summarize that mandatory disclosures provide the smallest amount of 

accounting-based information used by investors, compared to what is provided by 

voluntary disclosures.  

Explanations for Changes in Value Relevance Over Time 

 

Several studies note that the value relevance of financial information appears to 

vary over time. While some directly test for value relevance as a function of time (Barth 

et al., 2019; Collins et al., 1997; Ely & Waymire, 1999; Francis & Schipper, 1999; Lev & 

Gu, 2016), others provide potential explanations for changes in value relevance over 

time. Many believe that value relevance, in some manner, has decreased and the 

following authors suggest potential reasons for the possible decline. 

Lev (1989) discusses the low information content (quality) of current earnings, 

due to accounting measurement and valuation principles, and in some cases resulting 

from data manipulation. The lack of timeliness and the value-irrelevant noise in earnings 

can affect value relevance (Collins et al., 1994). Francis and Schipper (1999) warn that an 

appearance of the decline in the usefulness of accounting information may occur without 

properly controlling for the volatility of market returns. Lev and Zarowin (1999) state 

that the main reason for the decline in the association between market values and 

accounting information is the increasing rate and impact of business change, as well as 

the inadequate accounting treatment of this change. While confirming the decline in 

value relevance in the 1990s as reported by prior research, Morris and Alam (2012) are 

the first to document the reversal after the dot-com bubble. The authors also conclude 

that part of the decline can be explained by earnings quality, but that aggressive analyst 
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forecasts do not contribute to the decline. Bertomeu and Magee (2011) describe that as 

the economy moves downward from good times, information quality declines, yet 

investors tend to rely more on accounting information during bad years (Schaberl, 2016). 

The quality of accounting information is also evaluated in terms of earnings 

management practices. Christensen et al. (1999) report that high incentives for firms to 

manage earnings contribute to significantly less informative earnings. Marquardt and 

Wiedman (2004) study a sample of firms that are likely to manage earnings 

opportunistically (i.e., secondary stock offerings) and provide evidence that this factor 

affects the valuation role of accounting information. Jorion et al. (2009) find that earnings 

management has increased over time for investment-grade firms (but, not for speculative-

grade firms), suggesting that as a result, accounting information has become less reliable. 

Gu (2007) states that U.S. regulation encouraged the inclusion of forecast data, along 

with historical data, beginning in the 1970s, and that this fact-forecast hybrid information 

in financial reports has contributed to the trade-off between relevance and reliability.  

The increase of industry specific measures, such as web traffic performance 

factors for internet firms (Demers & Lev, 2001); other competing information sources 

(such as financial analysts, industry experts, and trade publications); and other firm 

communications (such as conference calls, press releases, and corporate newsletters) has 

reduced the marginal contribution of financial reports in determining firm value (Sinha & 

Watts, 2001). Dontoh et al. (2004) also contributes to this theory by showing how the 

increasing quantity of non-information-based trading activity effects value relevance. A 

review of the financial reporting environment provides potential influences on value 

relevance, such as decisions by firms to voluntarily disclose information, mandatory 
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disclosure regulation, and reporting decisions by analysts (Beyer et al., 2010). Regarding 

voluntary disclosures by management, such as earnings forecasts, Jiang et al. (2015) finds 

that disclosure decisions are affected by recessionary business cycles. Loh and Stulz 

(2018) document that investors rely more on analysts in bad times. Another information 

source, as described by Wahab et al. (2017), are whisper forecasts, which may be from 

security analysts, management, or individual investors who post anonymously on internet 

websites in regards to EPS.  

Non-GAAP disclosures (as referred to as “pro-forma” or “street earnings”) offer 

another competing source of information that has increased dramatically over the last 

fifteen years (in both quantity and magnitude of difference to GAAP values) and is 

common practice in capital markets (Black et al., 2018). Using an experimental design, 

Frederickson and Miller (2004) investigate how non-GAAP disclosures affect the 

valuation judgments of analysts and nonprofessional investors. With respect to earnings 

announcements, street earnings surprises are the dominant factor explaining the increase 

in the information content over time, while the GAAP earnings surprises ERCs are 

generally decreasing (Collins et al., 2009). Morris and Alam (2012) also discuss the 

increase in pro-forma financial information during their review of the dot-com bubble. 

By reviewing management’s sale of shares during the two weeks after the earnings 

announcement date, Shiah-Hou & Teng (2016) find that managers appear to manipulate 

or opportunistically disclose non-GAAP earnings, decreasing their genuine 

informativeness. Black et al. (2017) find that if firms do not meet analysts’ expectations 

after managing earnings, the likelihood of reporting non-GAAP disclosures is 

significantly higher. 
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Core et al. (2003) analyze changes in value relevance with the new economy 

period, based on the growing importance of the internet during the late 1990s. In a 

discussion of Core et al. (2003), Kothari & Shanken (2003) note that the new economy 

period could have higher growth expectations and price variability, affecting the 

explanatory power, and that value relevance also depends on economic determinants. 

Collins et al. (1997), Lev and Gu (2016), and Barth et al. (2019) refer to the increase in 

intangible assets as one of the primary explanations for a perceived decline in value 

relevance. The new economy firms are more focused on intangible investments (Barth et 

al., 2019) and the intangible investment rate surpassed the tangible investment rate in the 

1990s (Lev & Gu, 2016). Thus, the decline in value relevance is partially due to the U.S. 

accounting rules as these increasingly material intangibles (when internally generated) 

are expensed and not capitalized on the balance sheet.  

Another reason for the decline in value relevance provided by Barth et al. (2019) 

and Collins et al. (1997) is the presence of more loss firms, which have less relevant 

income statements (Collins et al., 1999). D’Mello and Gruskin (2013) suggest that 

investor sentiment and behavioral factors impact share pricing and Fischer et al. (2016) 

provide higher order beliefs or beliefs-about-beliefs as another determinant of the 

association of earnings and price. In addition, Nofsinger (2005) states that a positive or 

negative social mood is quickly reflected in the stock market and that this changes over 

time with higher levels of emotion during riskier times. 

Lev and Gu (2016) discuss two other factors that are responsible for the decrease 

in value relevance: an increase in accounting estimates and an increase in unrecorded 

events (those not quantified in the financial statements). Extraordinary and special 
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income statement items began to increase in the 1970s and more than tripled over Lev 

and Gu’s (2016) sampling horizon, which agrees with Collins et al.’s (1997) explanation 

that the increasing frequency and magnitude of one-time items contributes to the 

declining relevance of earnings. In addition, Lev and Gu (2016) point to the increasing 

number of 8-K filings as evidence that critical unrecorded events are on the rise and show 

that non-accounting events, disclosed in 8-K filings, lead to higher earnings prediction 

errors.  

Some research has found that while the value relevance of earnings has declined 

over time, the relevance of other accounting measures, such as book value (Collins et al., 

1997, 1999; Francis & Schipper, 1999) or cash flows (Lee et al., 2017; Tahat & Alhadab, 

2017), has increased; therefore, the combined value relevance has not declined (Barth et 

al., 2019). Others have been able to rule-out elements that are believed to influence value 

relevance, such as Balachandran and Mohanram (2011) who find results that it is 

implausible for increasing conservatism to drive the decline in value relevance. In the 

emerging market of China, Lam et al. (2013) predict that due to accounting reform, that 

value relevance improves over the prior two decades. The literature has not agreed on the 

improvement or the decline of value relevance over time, thus further analysis of this 

trend is necessary for accounting regulators, investors, and financial professionals.  
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Chapter 3: Hypotheses Development 

 

The main research question for this dissertation is as follows: How do economic 

conditions and monetary policy influence the value relevance of accounting information? 

Two competing hypotheses are proposed to study the potential empirical relationships 

between the economic landscape and the value relevance of accounting information. 

Within the analyses, I evaluate the relationship while controlling for time. Figure 1 

provides a visual guide for the competing hypotheses.  

Figure 1 

Display of Hypotheses 
Figure 1: Display of Hypotheses 

 

Note. Figure 1 shows a visualization of the competing hypotheses. The economic measures 

range from “bad” to “good” (left to right) and the measure of value relevance is from “Low” 

to “High” (bottom to top). The “sharpened pencil” hypothesis has a negatively sloping 

relationship and the “material change” hypothesis has a positively sloping relationship. 
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The Sharpened Pencil Hypothesis 

 

The “sharpened pencil” hypothesis predicts a negative relationship between 

economic conditions and value relevance. That is, as macroeconomic conditions improve 

(deteriorate), the sharpened pencil hypothesis predicts that the value relevance of 

accounting information will decrease (increase). During poor economic conditions, 

investors are likely to pay closer attention to the financial statements when making 

investing decisions (Schaberl, 2016). Hampson & McGoldrick (2013) documents that 

consumer behaviors during a recession tend to change, as consumers increase their 

purchase planning, concern for value, and price consciousness. So, the sharpened pencil 

hypothesis argues that investors, in a similar manner as consumers in bad times, will be 

more selective when making investments and likely care more about financial 

performance than they do during good times. That is, during bad times, investors will 

“sharpen their pencils” and take more time to review companies’ financial statements and 

other related information prior to investing than in bad times. However, during good 

times when most companies are doing well, investors may spend less time reviewing 

historical accounting performance and more time focused on market sentiment and 

momentum. Thus, the sharpened pencil hypothesis suggests that the value relevance of 

financial information is more useful and relevant in bad times than in good times. 

Consistent with this idea, while studying disclosure regulation along the economic 

cycle, Bertomeu and Magee (2011) suggest that reporting quality is improved during a 

recession, thus providing “better” access to financial information during “bad” times. Loh 

and Stulz (2018) also found that, when analysts make recommendations based on firms’ 

quarterly earnings, the impact on stock prices is more influential in bad times. Further, 
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Schaberl (2016) reports that, in years with low market returns and elevated market 

uncertainty (“bad” times), investors tend to rely more on reliable accounting information, 

than analysts’ earnings forecasts. Jenkins et al. (2009) also support this view by finding 

that current earnings are relatively more value relevant in contractionary economic 

periods, indicating that the value relevance of current earnings may actually be lower 

during periods of high economic growth. They also study the value relevance of future 

earnings, finding that, during expansions, investors rely more on non-historical earnings 

information (i.e., non-accounting information) to form expectations about future 

earnings. Collectively, this stream of research supports the notion that the value relevance 

of financial information tends to increase during poor economic conditions and vice 

versa. 

The Material Change Hypothesis 

 

In contrast to the sharpened pencil hypothesis, the “material change” hypothesis 

predicts a positive relationship between macroeconomic conditions and the value 

relevance of financial statements. That is, as macroeconomic conditions improve 

(deteriorate), the material change hypothesis predicts that the value relevance of 

accounting information will increase (decrease). Increased market volatility during poor 

economic conditions could cause a decline in the portion of the stock price explained by 

accounting information (Francis & Schipper, 1999); that is, make historical financial 

statement information less relevant.  

There is also evidence of increased earnings management during poor economic 

times (Chia et al., 2007; Paulo & Mota, 2019; Zalk, 2010), which reduces the value 

relevance of earnings (Christensen et al., 1999; Marquardt & Wiedman, 2004; Whelan & 
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McNamara, 2004). Also, an increased quantity of loss firms during poor economic 

conditions will cause value relevance to decline (Collins et al., 1999). If the market does 

not view accounting information as beneficial during poor economic conditions, then 

financial statements will be less value relevant due to a material change in a company’s 

operations (e.g. a sudden oil price shock adversely affects the economics of several oil 

companies), and information will be obtained from other sources. Dontoh et al. (2004) 

find that the decline in the association between stock prices and accounting information is 

driven by an increase in non-information-based trading activity (i.e., the market is 

utilizing information from other sources). Sinha and Watts (2001) also suggest that, as 

competing information sources have increased, financial reports become less relevant, 

which they discuss has adversely affected economic efficiency. While only explained for 

a subsample of high technology firms during the dot-com bubble, Morris and Alam 

(2012) found that the perception of earnings quality declined, parallel to the decline in 

value relevance. While including both current and expected future earnings, Johnson 

(1999) reports that earnings persistence and ERCs have a positive relationship with the 

rate of growth in economic activity, in contrast to Jenkins et al. (2009). Taken together, 

there is evidence to suggest that the value relevance of financial information might 

decrease during poor economic conditions and vice versa. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

 

In this chapter, I discuss the methods for testing value relevance, using both price-

based and returns-based models. In addition, value relevance is measured in various 

ways, with response coefficients, adjusted R2, and through interaction terms. For 

robustness, there are additional analyses in this study that I describe at the end of this 

chapter. 

Price-Based Models 

 

To assess the relation between economic conditions and the value relevance of 

financial statement information, I follow Barth et al. (2019) and use the price-based 

model. Specifically, I regress the share price of firm i at the end of quarter t+1 on 

earnings per share, book value per share, cash flow per share and twelve other accounting 

measures at the end of quarter t: 

𝑃𝑖,𝑡+1 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑁𝐼𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽2𝐵𝑉𝐸𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽3𝐶𝐹𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4𝐶𝐴𝑆𝐻𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽5𝐷𝐼𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽6𝑅𝐷𝑖,𝑡 +

 𝛽7𝐼𝑁𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽8𝑆𝑃𝐼𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽9𝑂𝐶𝐼𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽10𝑅𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽11𝐴𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑇𝑆𝑖,𝑡 +

 𝛽12𝑅𝐸𝑉𝐺𝑅𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽13𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽14𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑆𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽15𝑆𝐺𝐴𝑖,𝑡 +  ∑ 𝛽16,𝑗
10
𝑗=1 𝐼𝑁𝐷𝑖,𝑗 +

 𝜀𝑖,𝑡                        (1) 

As in prior studies, the three-month time lag is used to avoid look-ahead bias by 

allowing time for the publication of the financial statements after the end of the quarter. 

The additional accounting measures are the same as those identified by Barth et al. 

(2019) that are documented to reflect information in “New Economy” firms. In addition, 

industry controls, using the Fama-French ten industry groups, are also included in the 

regression model. All variables used in the study are defined in the Appendix, and the 

independent variables are deflated by the number of common shares outstanding (Barth 
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& Clinch, 2009). Finally, this study utilizes quarterly rather than annual observations to 

maximize the number of observations (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2010) and to test the 

economic fluctuations more precisely than annual data, along with avoiding calendar and 

industry clustering (Johnson, 1999).  

To assess value relevance, I follow prior research and consider both the 

evaluation of adjusted R2 and the evaluation of ERCs (as well as other response 

coefficients) from the estimation of Equation 1. To incorporate the effects of forward-

looking economic conditions, I follow prior research and consider two approaches:  

1.) Estimating Equation 1 by quarter in a first step, and then separately regressing 

the resulting adjusted R2s and response coefficients on a variable that proxies 

for forward-looking economic conditions in a second step; and 

 

2.) Estimating Equation 1 with an added variable that proxies for forward-looking 

economic conditions, along with an interaction term on the NI (earnings), 

BVE (book value of equity), and cash flow measures. 

Under the first approach, after estimating Equation 1, the resulting adjusted R2s and 

response coefficients are regressed on the economic conditions variable using the 

following specification: 

𝑉𝑅𝑘,𝑡 =  𝛼0 +  𝛼1𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑡 +  𝛼2𝑄𝑇𝑅𝑡 + 𝜀𝑘,𝑡                            (2) 

Equation 2 is separately estimated with VR measured as the adjusted R2s and the earnings 

(β1), book value of equity (β2), and cash flow from operations response coefficients (β3) 

from Equation 1 (Barth et al., 2019; Kothari & Shanken, 2003). The ECON variable, 

which is a measure of changes in monetary policy or other leading economic indicator at 

time t, is a continuous or categorical variable (ranging from negative to positive values) 

where better (worse) economic conditions are denoted by higher (lower) values. Thus, if 

accounting information has become more (less) value relevant as economic conditions 

improve, then α1 is significantly positive (negative). A positive α1 would lend support to 
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the material change hypothesis (a positive relationship between value relevance and 

economic conditions), and a negative α1 would lend support to the sharpening pencil 

hypothesis (a negative relationship between value relevance and economic conditions). 

The QTR variable is a time variable and is included to reduce the standard error on the 

coefficients in Equation 2 (Kothari & Shanken, 2003) and to control for the effects of 

time, while isolating the effects of the economy.  

Under the second approach, Equation 1 is estimated with an additional variable 

that proxies for forward-looking economic conditions, along with related interaction 

terms on the NI (earnings), BVE and CF measures, using the following specification: 

𝑃𝑖,𝑡+1 = β0 + β1NI𝑖,𝑡 +  β2BVE𝑖,𝑡  + β3CF𝑖,𝑡 + β4ECON𝑡  +  β5NI𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  +

 β6BVE𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  +  β7CF𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  + ∑ β8,𝑘
12
𝑘=1 ACCT𝑖,𝑡 +

∑ β9,𝑗,IND𝑖,𝑗
10
𝑗=1 + ε𝑖,𝑡                                                 (3) 

Again, ECON is a continuous or categorical variable where better (worse) economic 

conditions are denoted by higher (lower) values, ACCT represents the same 12 

accounting measures from Equation 1 (CASH, DIV, RD, etc.), and IND represents the 10 

Fama-French industry classifications. The coefficients β5, β6 and β7 from Equation 3 

measure the extent to which the additional effects of economic conditions influence the 

value relevance of earnings, book values, and cash flows. 

Returns-Based Models 

 

Following both approaches above, I also consider a returns-based model. 

Specifically, I modify the model specification to include the same accounting measures 

as in those used in Equation 1 and Equation 3, except that the independent variables and 

the change in the independent variables (t minus t-1) are scaled by the price at the end of 
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the quarter t-1 (rather than common shares outstanding). The model specification is as 

follows (Ota, 2003): 

𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖,𝑡 = β0 + β1NI𝑖,𝑡 + β2ΔNI𝑖,𝑡 +  β3BVE𝑖,𝑡  + β4ΔBVE𝑖,𝑡  +  β5CF𝑖,𝑡  + β6ΔCF𝑖,𝑡 +

∑ β7,𝑘
12
𝑘=1 ACCT𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ β8,𝑗,IND𝑖,𝑗

10
𝑗=1 + ε𝑖,𝑡                       (4) 

Returns for t are calculated as [(𝑃𝑖,𝑡 −  𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1) + 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑖,𝑡]/𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1. As previously 

defined, ACCT represents the same 12 accounting measures from Equation 1 and IND 

contains the 10 Fama-French industry classifications. After estimating Equation 1, the 

resulting adjusted R2s and response coefficients are then regressed on the categorical 

economic conditions variable following Equation 2. In addition, the analysis from 

Equation 3 is performed with the returns-based model at Equation 5. 

𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖,𝑡 = β0 + β1NI𝑖,𝑡 + β2ΔNI𝑖,𝑡 +  β3BVE𝑖,𝑡  + β4ΔBVE𝑖,𝑡  +  β5CF𝑖,𝑡  + β6ΔCF𝑖,𝑡 +

 β7ECON𝑡  +  β8NI𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  +  β9BVE𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  +  β10CF𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  +

∑ β11,𝑘
12
𝑘=1 ACCT𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ β12,𝑗,IND𝑖,𝑗

10
𝑗=1 + ε𝑖,𝑡                        (5)  

Additional Analyses and Robustness 

 

Similar to many prior studies, I exclude financial firms (SIC 6000-6999) and 

utilities (SIC 4900-4950) from the analysis and the results are performed again to validate 

that the conclusions still hold when these firms are omitted. I also complete the analyses 

separately for profit firms and for loss firms for additional insight regarding these 

characteristics on valuation. 

Based on the methodology, the analysis is limited to a linear function and does 

not allow for flexibility in the estimation approach. This may understate the accounting 

amounts’ explanatory power and cause the value relevance to appear lower. However, the 

functional form does not hinder the ability to study quarterly variation and the 
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comparison of value relevance with respect to the changing environmental factors would 

be similarly understated. This study is not specifically reviewing value relevance over 

time, which would benefit from a nonlinear form, yet the purpose is to analyze the 

interactive fluctuation of economic conditions. Due to the ongoing discussions regarding 

value relevance model specifications, I employ price-based and returns-based models and 

the results in this dissertation are robust to alternative measures of value relevance.  
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Chapter 5: Data and Sample 

 

This chapter contains details regarding the data sources, the sample time period, 

and descriptive statistics for the firm-specific data and the economic measurements. All 

data is from publicly available sources, containing financial statement data and economic 

data. This study includes the longest available time frame based on the accessibility of 

firm-specific quarterly data.  

Data Sources 

 

The initial sample is obtained from the Compustat North America Fundamentals 

Quarterly (FUNDQ) file and contains the financial statement data, as well as the quarterly 

stock price. The sample only includes firms that are listed on NYSE, NASDAQ, or 

AMEX and those that are not missing the following variables: earnings, book value of 

equity, share price, number of outstanding shares, total assets, lagged total assets, 

revenue, and fiscal year. If other variables are missing, their values are included as zero 

(Barth et al., 2019). Also consistent with Barth et al. (2019), when operating cash flows is 

not available (intermittently and prior to 1987 regulations), the estimation method follows 

Sloan (1996). Where appropriate, variables have been winsorized at the 1st and 99th 

percentiles, by year, to mitigate the influence of outliers on the results. To measure value 

relevance, a larger set of accounting amounts are utilized (Barth et al., 2019), beyond 

earnings and book values, to ensure that the results are robust to the overall information 

contained within financial statements. 

This study employs eight proxies for economic conditions, seven that are 

continuous variables measuring economic activity, and another categorical measurement 

of monetary policy based on changes in the federal funds rate and the discount rate. Most 
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of these proxies are forward-looking and they all contain leading economic indications 

that impact the future business environment. While the measures range from highly 

forward-looking to contemporaneous (such as GDP), the inclusion of numerous 

economic indicators allows for comparison and a deeper analysis of the influence on 

value relevance. For all of the indices, I analyze the raw index figures, and then I also 

evaluate the quarterly change in the index. To distinguish from the raw index and the 

quarterly change, the change measures are referred to as “the change in” or “Δ in” 

throughout the text and the tables herein. Two measures are defined as the percentage 

change in the quarterly values. In total, there are thirteen economic measures, including 

the “change in” variables.  

A newly developed index, published by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, is 

called the Brave-Butters-Kelley (BBK) Leading Index. The BBK Leading Index is a 

subcomponent of the BBK Coincident Index, which is their broadest available measure of 

the overall health of the economy, containing 500 different data series (Brave et al., 

2019). The BBK Leading Index is the first economic proxy (BBK and Δ in BBK) utilized 

in this study and provides a forward-looking sense of where economic growth/decline, 

relative to trend, is heading in the future. The BBK Leading Index is published in 

standard deviation units from trend in real GDP growth; therefore, a negative (positive) 

value indicates below (above)-average growth. Using methodology similar to Berge and 

Jorda (2011), the BBK Index statistically significantly exceeds the historical performance 

of the CFNAI three-month moving average (see below for description), although the 

variables are highly correlated. The BBK measure is more precise and since January 1960 

has been 99% accurate in classifying expansion and recessions (Brave et al., 2019). The 
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BBK Leading index is included specifically as a forward-looking measure for robustness 

and enhanced accuracy, yet is less established as the CFNAI measure, which is regarded 

as one of the gold standards. The BBK Index uses data from the same four categories as 

described for the CFNAI measure; however, is also partially determined by quarterly real 

GDP growth. 

The CFNAI is the second economic proxy (CFNAI and Δ in CFNAI). The CFNAI 

utilized in this study is the three-month moving average of the monthly released CFNAI, 

with the value in the last month of each quarter selected to convert it to a quarterly series. 

The index is a weighted average of 85 monthly indicators of national economic activity, 

constructed to have an average value of zero and a standard deviation of one (Brave, 

2009). Positive CFNAI values indicate that growth is above average and negative values 

indicate that growth is below average. Within the index are four categories: production 

and income; employment, unemployment, and hours; personal consumption and housing; 

and sales, orders, and inventories. The CFNAI variable is from prior literature (Zhou, 

2012), has been proven as a measure that does very well with near-perfect classification 

ability (for recessions and expansions) within the economic literature (Berge & Jorda, 

2011). The CFNAI is considered an objective, “real-time” statistical measure of 

coincident economic activity, providing early indications of business cycle turning points 

(Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, 2019). In addition, the CFNAI data is adjusted for 

inflation.  

While comparing the CFNAI to The Conference Board’s “Leading Economic 

Index” (LEI), most of the LEI’s components are included within the CFNAI. Six of the 

ten LEI measures are included within the 85 monthly indicators from the CFNAI 
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(average weekly hours (manufacturing), average weekly initial jobless claims for 

unemployment insurance, manufacturers’ new orders for consumer goods/materials, 

vendor performance (slower deliveries diffusion index), manufacturers’ new order for 

non-defense capital goods, and building permits). The other four LEI measures include 

stock prices of 500 common stocks, money supply, interest rate spread, and the 

University of Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations. In summary, the CFNAI 

includes many leading indicators of the economy, yet also includes a broader focus than 

the BBK Leading Index because the CFNAI also includes “real-time” data elements.   

The third economic variable (Δ in GDP) is commonly known as Real GDP. This 

data is obtained from Bloomberg and is the Real GDP percentage change from the 

preceding quarterly period, which is the seasonally adjusted annual rate. Kane et al. 

(2015) utilize the annual NBER peaks and troughs, as well as the annual change in GDP 

to capture information about general changes in magnitude. From Kane et al.’s (2015) 

annual analysis, which is solely based on the interactions of their bianary economic 

measure with earnings and book value of equity, they do not find incrementally 

significant differences in their results when utilizing the annual change in GDP. The 

change in GDP is less forward-looking than the BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI.  

The fourth economic variable (Δ in EMPL) is a another familiar and traditionally 

known measure, “All Employees” (total nonfarm) in thousands of persons. This data is 

available from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) website and is publicly 

available back to 1939. The data source is the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and they 

define the measure as, “All employees: (Total Nonfarm, commonly known as Total 

Nonfarm Payroll) the number of U.S. workers in the economy that excludes proprietors, 
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private household employees, unpaid volunteers, farm employees, and the unincorporated 

self-employed (accounting for approximately 80% of the workers who contribute to 

GDP).” This seasonally adjusted measure represents the number of jobs added or lost, 

which provides insights regarding the future growth or decline of business and the 

increased disposable income of newly hired employees. The change in employees is more 

forward-looking than GDP as the quantity of workers will impact future output. 

The fifth economic proxy (ICE and Δ in ICE) is produced by the University of 

Michigan and is called the Index of Consumer Expectations. As previously mentioned, 

this index is included in the Conference Board’s LEI and is used to measure the future 

expectations of consumers. For examples, consumers are asked questions such as 1) 

“During the next 12 months, do you think that prices in general will go up, or go down, 

or stay where they are now?” and “Now looking ahead – do you think that a year from 

now you (and your family living there) will be better off financially, worse off, or just 

about the same as now?” The Index of Consumer Expectations is calculated using the 

same procedures as the Index of Consumer Sentiment, as follows. 

The sixth economic proxy (ICS and Δ in ICS) is also produced by the University 

of Michigan and is called the Index of Consumer Sentiment, with index units from 1966 

equaling 100. To calculate the indices, the relative scores are computed as the percentage 

giving favorable replies minus the percentage giving unfavorable replies, thus higher 

index values indicate a higher level of optimism. While including the questions from the 

Index of Consumer Expectations, the Index of Consumer Sentiment also reports about the 

current time frame with questions such as, “We are interested in how people are getting 

along financially these days. Would you say that you (and your family living there) are 
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better or worse off financially than you were a year ago?” Although this survey includes 

questions about contemporaneous perceptions, consumers beliefs regarding the current 

state of their situation are likely to influence their decisions in the near future and the 

questions from the Index of Consumer Expectations are embedded within the Index of 

Consumer Sentiment. However, the Index of Consumer Sentiment is less forward-

looking than the Index of Consumer Expectations. 

The seventh economic proxy (Δ in MP) is an indicator variable for monetary 

policy, which was obtained from Johnson et al. (2015) and is based on the changes of the 

federal funds rate and the discount rate. The federal funds rate is the interest rate utilized 

by depository institutions for short-term loans between each other and is determined via 

the federal funds target rate per the Federal Open Market Committee, which meets eight 

times a year. The discount rate is the interest rate utilized when depository institutions 

receive collateralized loans from the Federal Reserve Bank. Johnson et al. (2015) 

provided a monthly classification (referred to herein as Johnson’s classification) that I 

converted to a quarterly variable based on their same methodology. Each quarter is 

classified as expansive (1), indeterminate (0), or restrictive (-1) based on the last change 

in the discount rate and the federal funds rate. If the rate’s last change was in increase 

(decrease) than it is considered restrictive (expansive). If one rate had increased 

(decreased) and the other rate has decreased (increased), then the time period is 

considered indeterminate. The monthly Johnson et al. (2015) data was also coded to a 

quarterly variable based on the average of the three months in each quarter and the mode 

classification of the three months in each quarter. No further analysis on these alternative 

coding methods is needed since most route to the same classification.   
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The last economic variable (PPI and Δ in PPI) is the Producer Price Index, which 

measures the seller’s perspective of the change in commodity price (not seasonally 

adjusted). This data is available from the FRED website and is sourced from the U.S. 

Bureau of Labor Statistics. The index contains selling prices for all commodities received 

by domestic producers, from the first commercial transaction for many products and 

services. The Producer Price Index captures price fluctuation before the secondary (retail) 

sale, offering predictive insight for business and consumers. In addition, the Producer 

Price Index is utilized in formulating U.S. fiscal and monetary policies. The Producer 

Price Index is calculated by comparing the base period revenue for a set of products to 

the current period revenue for the same set of products, with index units from 1982 

equaling 100. The change in the Producer Price Index, calculated in this study as the 

current index minus the prior index, indicates with negative (positive) values that prices 

have decreased (increased).  

Johnson (1999) uses an ERC testing methodology, which includes expected future 

earnings, and determines business cycles based on DRI quarterly classifications 

(recession, expansion, credit crunch, and reliquification). Jenkins et al. (2009) also 

utilizes a returns-based model for value relevance, yet they classify business cycles with 

even less precision (annual binary coding with only five years in the sample period of 

1980-2003 that are considered contractionary). My dissertation includes eight unique 

measures (thirteen in total when including the “change in” measures) to proxy for 

economic conditions that are more precise, based on quarterly changes, and offer a 

continuous data structure to capture subtle variation within categories, which cannot be 

tested in the annual business cycle groupings. Distinct to this study is the forward-looking 
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aspects of these economic proxies, and additionally useful, is the range within my choice 

of proxies, from “real-time” elements to specifically leading economic indicators. 

Sample Time Period 

 

The sample period is a forty-five-year period (1974–2018) for the selected U.S. 

firms based on their quarterly financial statements. Consistent with Barth et al. (2019), 

backfilled Compustat data prior to when they began their service in 1962 is not utilized to 

avoid selection bias; therefore, the first extraction year is 1962. From the initial sampling 

process described in the prior section, all the necessary accounting variables are not 

available for any firms to be included until 1974. Per review of the available data from 

1962 to 1973, firms are dropped from the analysis for missing earnings, book value of 

equity, share price, number of shares outstanding, total assets, lagged total assets and 

revenue. The missing data before 1974 appears reasonable as quarterly data was less 

populated during these earlier years and missing only one of these variables excludes the 

observation from the study. This time period includes seven U.S. recessions as defined by 

the NBER (The National Bureau of Economic Research, 2019), as well as the high 

interest rates of the 1980’s (see Figure 4), the dot-com bubble in 1990’s (Davis, 2002), 

and the 2007-2008 financial crisis. 

All of the economic variables are quarterly measures, with data available for 

every quarter within the study (1974-2018). When possible, all economic measures were 

extracted from sources as a quarterly measure. If an economic measurement only has 

monthly data (such as the change in employees, Johnson’s change in monetary policy 

classification, and the Producer Price Index), then the measure is converted to quarterly 

by using the last measure of each quarter (March, June, September, and December).  
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Descriptive Statistics of Firm Data 

 

Panel A of Table 1 contains firm specific descriptive statistics of available data 

during 1974-2018 for the accounting variables. All variables are expressed on a per share 

basis (Barth & Clinch, 2009), after winsorizing the raw (e.g., CASH) variables and the 

per share (e.g., CASH per share) variables by year. The number of quarterly observations 

ranges from 546,392 to 589,343, depending upon the availability of each variable and the 

availability of the lag variables within certain calculations, such as retained earnings 

within other comprehensive income. 

The average values of the book value of equity and intangible assets (10.91 and 

2.02, respectively) are comparable to those in Barth et al. (2019), (10.68 and 1.79, 

respectively). In the Barth et al. (2019) study, the time frame is 1962-2014 and the data is 

annual observations. The quarterly values that reside on the income statement from this 

study are roughly converted to annual estimations by multiplying them by four, which 

generally appear reasonable to Barth et al. (2019). For example, Barth et al. (2019) has 

mean annual revenue of 26.15, which is reasonable when compared to the average 

quarterly value in Panel A of Table 1 of 6.77 (27.08 annualized estimation). Total assets 

represents the highest standard deviation of 43.00 in this study and the highest standard 

deviation from Barth et al.’s (2019) study of 84.18. 
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Table 1, Panel A: Descriptive Statistics for Firm-Specific Variables 

Table 1: Panel A 

Descriptive Statistics for Firm Specific Variables 

 

Variable N Mean Median Minimum Q1 Q3 Maximum Std. Dev. 

Share Price 589,343 22.21 15.53 0.12 6.75 29.45 282.22 23.75 

Earnings 589,337 0.26 0.18 -4.92 -0.01 0.48 4.48 0.60 

Book Value of Equity 589,337 10.91 7.75 -6.63 3.28 15.07 83.63 11.03 

Cash Flow 577,919 0.51 0.25 -11.22 -0.04 0.85 13.26 1.48 

Cash and Equivalents  589,337 2.58 1.21 0.00 0.36 3.00 47.59 4.19 

Dividends  589,343 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 1.55 0.18 

Research and Development 589,337 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 1.51 0.17 

Intangible Assets 589,337 2.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 83.20 6.37 

Special Items 589,337 -0.03 0.00 -3.90 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.18 

Other Comprehensive Income 546,392 -0.05 0.00 -14.06 -0.04 0.01 2.79 0.47 

Revenue 589,337 6.77 3.54 0.00 1.13 8.44 93.47 9.40 

Assets 589,337 31.18 17.17 0.07 6.70 38.42 404.17 43.00 

Revenue Growth 576,859 0.15 0.04 -13.84 -0.12 0.36 14.71 1.64 

Capital Expenditures 589,343 0.27 0.07 -0.22 0.00 0.28 4.83 0.54 

Cost of Goods Sold 589,337 4.91 2.06 0.00 0.50 5.84 99.61 7.84 

SG&A 589,337 0.99 0.46 0.00 0.03 1.27 19.19 1.47 

 

Note. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for accounting information from 1974 to 2018. Panel A reports the descriptive statistics for 

the firm specific variables, including 589,343 firm-quarter observations for 12,595 unique firms. 
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The correlation matrix for these firm specific variables is presented in Panel A of 

Table 2. The Pearson correlations for the linear relationship between each variable is 

included below the diagonal line and the Spearman rank correlations are included above 

the diagonal line. Based on the Pearson correlations, price is positively correlated with 

book value of equity (0.61) and earnings (0.52). As anticipated, assets are positively 

correlated with book value of equity (0.75) and cash (0.56). Cost of goods sold and 

selling, general and administrative expenses, both coded as positive values, are correlated 

(0.56), as well as cost of goods sold and revenue (0.96). 
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Table 2, Panel A: Correlations of Firm Specific Variables 

Table 2: Panel A 

Correlations of Firm Specific Variables 

 P NI BVE CF CASH DIV RD INT SPI OCI REV ASSET REVGR CAPX COGS SGA 

P  0.62*** 0.69*** 0.42*** 0.42*** 0.50*** -0.05*** 0.19*** -0.05*** -0.04*** 0.54*** 0.64*** 0.14*** 0.33*** 0.46*** 0.25*** 

NI  0.52***  0.59*** 0.45*** 0.24*** 0.49*** -0.22*** 0.04*** 0.16*** -0.05*** 0.59*** 0.55*** 0.27*** 0.15*** 0.49*** 0.20*** 

BVE 0.61*** 0.54***  0.40*** 0.38*** 0.55*** -0.23*** 0.08*** -0.00*** -0.06*** 0.68*** 0.85*** 0.11*** 0.20*** 0.62*** 0.23*** 

CF 0.31*** 0.33*** 0.32***  0.20*** 0.31*** -0.13*** 0.14*** -0.03*** -0.05*** 0.39*** 0.44*** 0.12*** 0.25*** 0.33*** 0.12*** 

CASH 0.44*** 0.28*** 0.47*** 0.24***  0.11*** 0.16*** 0.19*** -0.06*** -0.01*** 0.26*** 0.35*** 0.05*** 0.11*** 0.23*** 0.17*** 

DIV 0.43*** 0.40*** 0.49*** 0.21*** 0.14***  -0.26*** -0.02*** 0.03*** -0.03*** 0.41*** 0.56*** 0.04*** 0.01*** 0.36*** 0.01*** 

RD 0.19*** -0.06*** -0.00*** 0.01*** 0.15*** -0.08***  0.17*** -0.12*** 0.02*** -0.29*** -0.32*** -0.04*** 0.01*** -0.31*** 0.09*** 

INTAN 0.40*** 0.17*** 0.29*** 0.16*** 0.20*** 0.10*** 0.11***  -0.27*** 0.01*** 0.07*** 0.12*** -0.01*** 0.20*** 0.05*** 0.14*** 

SPI -0.06*** 0.31*** -0.04*** -0.04*** -0.06*** 0.01*** -0.11*** -0.18***  0.02*** -0.03*** -0.05*** 0.01*** -0.10*** -0.02*** -0.09*** 

OCI -0.08*** -0.01*** -0.06*** -0.07*** -0.07*** -0.04*** -0.03*** -0.07*** 0.11***  -0.08*** -0.08*** 0.01*** 0.00*** -0.07*** -0.02*** 

REV 0.37*** 0.44*** 0.59*** 0.26*** 0.30*** 0.27*** -0.05*** 0.19*** -0.05*** -0.08***  0.78*** 0.21*** 0.32*** 0.94*** 0.52*** 

ASSETS 0.49*** 0.42*** 0.75*** 0.33*** 0.56*** 0.42*** -0.05*** 0.29*** -0.07*** -0.10*** 0.56***  0.12*** 0.24*** 0.71*** 0.21*** 

REVGR 0.05*** 0.23*** 0.06*** 0.11*** 0.03*** 0.02*** -0.00*** 0.02*** 0.00*** 0.03*** 0.21*** 0.06***  0.06*** 0.18*** 0.09*** 

CAPX 0.31*** 0.18*** 0.31*** 0.24*** 0.13*** 0.14*** 0.01*** 0.12*** -0.06*** -0.05*** 0.27*** 0.29*** 0.03***  0.30*** 0.29*** 

COGS 0.29*** 0.36*** 0.54*** 0.23*** 0.27*** 0.23*** -0.07*** 0.14*** -0.05*** -0.08*** 0.96*** 0.51*** 0.19*** 0.24***  0.44*** 

SGA 0.29*** 0.25*** 0.35*** 0.13*** 0.16*** 0.10*** 0.11*** 0.18*** -0.07*** -0.06*** 0.64*** 0.23*** 0.10*** 0.16*** 0.56***  

 

Note. Table 2 reports the correlation matrix for the accounting variables, with Pearson (Spearman) correlations below (above) the main 

diagonal. Panel A contains the correlations of the firm specific variables. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the 

Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Summary Statistics for Economic Data 

 

The following ranges are during the time period from 1974 to 2018 and are 

presented in Panel B of Table 1. The correlation matrix for the economic measures, along 

with price, earnings, book value of equity and cash flows from operations, is presented in 

Panel B of Table 2. The Pearson correlations for the linear relationship between each 

variable is included below the diagonal line and the Spearman rank correlations are 

included above the diagonal line. The following correlations between variables are 

regarding the Pearson values.  
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Table 1, Panel B: Summary Statistics for Economic Measures 

Table 1: Panel B 

Summary Statistics for Economic Measures 

    Variable Mean Median  Minimum   Maximum   Std. Dev.  

BBK Leading Index -0.08 -0.04 -3.38 2.57 1.00 

Change in BBK Leading Index 0.01 -0.07 -1.58 3.11 0.61 

CFNAI -0.06 0.05 -3.65 1.67 0.87 

Change in CFNAI 0.00 0.00 -2.66 3.34 0.66 

Percentage Change in Gross Domestic Product 2.72 2.95 -8.40 16.40 3.13 

Percentage Change in Employees 0.37 0.44 -1.70 1.85 0.54 

Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations 77.82 81.15 47.50 106.00 12.92 

Change in Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations 0.11 -0.50 -17.70 19.80 6.06 

Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment 85.29 89.15 54.40 110.10 12.57 

Change in Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment 0.12 -0.10 -14.70 16.50 5.12 

Johnson’s Classification of the Change in Monetary Policy -0.07 0.00 -1.00 1.00 0.82 

Producer Price Index 132.45 125.10 51.00 208.30 43.54 

Change in Producer Price Index 0.83 0.90 -19.10 14.60 3.39 

 

Note. Table 1 provides summary statistics for the economic measures from 1974 to 2018. Panel B reports the summary statistics for the 

economic measures within the 45-year period, containing 180 quarters. The complete list and definitions of the variables are in the 

Appendix.  
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Table 2, Panel B: Correlations of Economic Measures & Accounting Variables 

Table 2: Panel B 

Correlations of Economic Measures and Firm Specific Variables of Interest 

 P NI BVE CF BBK Δ BBK CFNAI Δ CFNAI Δ GDP Δ EMPL ICE Δ ICE ICS Δ ICS Δ MP PPI Δ PPI 

P  0.62*** 0.69*** 0.42*** -0.02*** -0.01*** 0.04*** 0.01*** 0.03*** 0.04*** 0.02*** 0.03*** 0.03*** 0.03*** -0.05*** 0.06*** 0.02*** 

NI 0.52***  0.59*** 0.45*** -0.02*** -0.03*** 0.07*** -0.01*** 0.04*** 0.09*** -0.05*** -0.00*** -0.06*** -0.00*** -0.03*** -0.14*** 0.03*** 

BVE 0.61*** 0.54***  0.40*** -0.02*** -0.01*** 0.02*** -0.00*** -0.00*** 0.04*** -0.07*** -0.00*** -0.09*** -0.00*** -0.02*** -0.11*** 0.02*** 
CF 0.31*** 0.33*** 0.32***  -0.03*** 0.00*** -0.02*** 0.01*** -0.02*** -0.03*** -0.05*** -0.01*** -0.05*** -0.02*** -0.02*** 0.04*** 0.01*** 

BBK -0.03*** -0.02*** -0.03*** -0.03***  0.28*** 0.40*** 0.45*** 0.53*** 0.30*** 0.38*** 0.29*** 0.27*** 0.33*** 0.30*** -0.10*** -0.13*** 

Δ BBK -0.02*** -0.01*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.28***  -0.09*** 0.50*** 0.07*** -0.05*** -0.07*** 0.18*** -0.09*** 0.17*** 0.23*** -0.01*** -0.13*** 
CFNAI 0.04*** 0.07*** 0.01*** -0.01*** 0.50*** -0.15***  0.39*** 0.65*** 0.83*** 0.47*** 0.18*** 0.44*** 0.21*** -0.25*** -0.22*** 0.00*** 

Δ CFNAI 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.00*** 0.54*** 0.66*** 0.38***  0.22*** 0.21*** 0.09*** 0.31*** 0.04*** 0.30*** 0.05*** -0.00*** -0.04*** 

% Δ GDP 0.01*** 0.05*** -0.00*** -0.01*** 0.62*** 0.00*** 0.75*** 0.26***  0.55*** 0.45*** 0.14*** 0.40*** 0.21*** -0.04*** -0.13*** -0.03*** 
% Δ EMPL 0.04*** 0.09*** 0.03*** -0.01*** 0.40*** -0.16*** 0.91*** 0.25*** 0.66***  0.43*** 0.16*** 0.42*** 0.19*** -0.25*** -0.29*** 0.03*** 

ICE 0.03*** -0.06*** -0.09*** -0.03*** 0.46*** -0.13*** 0.52*** 0.10*** 0.47*** 0.47***  0.25*** 0.97*** 0.25*** -0.08*** 0.08*** -0.10*** 

Δ ICE 0.03*** 0.01*** 0.01*** -0.01*** 0.34*** 0.33*** 0.16*** 0.41*** 0.17*** 0.14*** 0.23***  0.18*** 0.94*** 0.02*** 0.04*** -0.04*** 
ICS 0.04*** -0.05*** -0.09*** -0.03*** 0.36*** -0.17*** 0.54*** 0.05*** 0.46*** 0.50*** 0.98*** 0.15***  0.19*** -0.17*** 0.15*** -0.07*** 

Δ ICS 0.03*** 0.01*** 0.01*** -0.02*** 0.41*** 0.32*** 0.24*** 0.43*** 0.26*** 0.22*** 0.28***  0.96*** 0.21***  -0.00*** 0.04*** -0.03*** 

Δ MP -0.09*** -0.06*** -0.04*** -0.02*** 0.21*** 0.21*** -0.32*** 0.02*** -0.13*** -0.33*** -0.09*** 0.01*** -0.17*** -0.04***  -0.19*** -0.25*** 
PPI 0.16*** -0.08*** -0.05*** 0.04*** -0.07*** -0.06*** -0.13*** 0.00*** -0.13*** -0.19*** 0.03*** -0.00*** 0.07*** 0.00*** -0.21***  0.04*** 

Δ PPI 0.01*** 0.05*** 0.01*** -0.01*** 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.18*** 0.06*** 0.13*** 0.14*** -0.04*** -0.09*** -0.02*** -0.07*** -0.12*** -0.01***  

 

Note. Table 2 reports the correlation matrix for the variables of interest, with Pearson (Spearman) correlations below (above) the main 

diagonal. Panel B contains the correlations for the economic measures, along with price, earnings, book value of equity and cash flows 

from operations. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at the 1%, 

5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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The lowest BBK Leading Index raw value is negative 3.38 in the second quarter 

of 1980 and the highest raw value is 2.57 in the second quarter of 1983. The largest 

negative change in the BBK Leading Index is negative 1.58 and the largest positive 

change in the BBK Leading Index is 3.11. The lowest CFNAI raw value is negative 3.65 

in the first quarter of 2009 and the highest raw value is 1.67 in the third quarter of 1983. 

The largest negative change in the CFNAI is negative 2.66 and the largest positive 

change in the CFNAI is 3.34. Panel A of Figure 2 displays the raw index values for the 

BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI, in standard deviation units from their historical 

averages. 

Figure 2: Panel A 

The BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI Raw Values 
Figure 2, Panel A: The BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI Raw Values 

 

Note. Figure 2, Panel A contains the raw index values for the BBK Leading Index and the 

CFNAI over the 1974 to 2018 time period. Data obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank 

of Chicago. 

 

While generally trending in a similar fashion and declining in conjunction with 

recessionary time periods as defined by the NBER, the BBK Leading Index typically 
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changes prior to the CFNAI. This provides visual support that the BBK Leading Index is 

more forward-looking. An important observation, however, is that these two indices do 

not always share the same direction at the same time. For example, during 1987 and also 

during 2005, the BBK Leading Index is less than average trend of real GDP growth while 

the CFNAI is above. Subsequent to these time periods, there is also a decline in the 

CFNAI. A significant positive correlation of 0.50 exists between the BBK Leading Index 

and the CFNAI (Panel B of Table 2). Panel B of Figure 2 displays the change in the index 

values for the BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI. 

Figure 2: Panel B 

The Quarterly Change of the BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI 
Figure 2, Panel B: The Quarterly Change of the BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI  

 

Note. Figure 2, Panel B contains the quarterly changes, calculated from the raw data in 

Panel A of Figure 2, in the BBK Leading Index and the CFNAI over the 1974 to 2018 time 

period.  
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The average percentage change in GDP is 2.72, with the largest percentage 

decrease of 8.40 in the fourth quarter of 2008 and a maximum percentage increase of 

16.40 in the second quarter of 1978. The average percentage change of employees is 

0.37, with the largest percentage decrease of 1.7 in the fourth quarter of 1974 and the 

maximum percentage increase of 1.85 in the first quarter of 1978. Interestingly, the 

largest GDP increase occurs one quarter after the largest employee increase in 1978. A 

significant positive correlation of 0.66 exists between the percentage change in GDP and 

the percentage change in employees (Panel B of Table 2). 

The average raw Index of Consumer Expectations is 77.82, with a minimum value 

of 47.50 in the second quarter of 1980 and a maximum value of 106 in the first quarter of 

2000. The largest decrease in the Index of Consumer Expectations is 17.70 and the 

maximum increase is 19.80. The average raw Index of Consumer Sentiment is 85.29, 

with a minimum value of 54.40 in the second quarter of 1980 and a maximum value of 

110.10 in the first quarter of 2000. The largest decrease in the Index of Consumer 

Sentiment is 14.70 and the maximum increase is 16.50. A significant positive correlation 

of 0.98 exists between the Index of Consumer Expectations and the Index of Consumer 

Sentiment (Panel B of Table 2). Figure 3 displays the raw index values for the Index of 

Consumer Expectations and Index of Consumer Sentiment. 
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Figure 3 

The University of Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment Raw Index Values 
Figure 3: The University of Michigan's Consumer Sentiment Raw Index Values 

 

Note. Figure 3 displays the raw index values for the Index of Consumer Expectations and 

the Index of Consumer Sentiment over the 1974 to 2018 time-period. Data obtained from 

the University of Michigan’s website. 

 

The historic values of the federal funds rate and this discount rate during the 

timing of this study are displayed in Figure 4. The highest federal funds rates occurred 

during 1981, close to 20%, and the lowest at 0.07% during 2011 and 2014. Based on this 

data and the classification method from Johnson et al. (2015), each quarter is classified as 

expansive (1), indeterminate (0), or restrictive (-1) based on the last change in the 

discount rate and the federal funds rate. During 1974-2018, 55 quarters are classified as 

expansionary, 58 quarters are classified as indeterminate, and 67 quarters are classified as 

restrictive. 
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Figure 4 

Source Data for Johnson’s Change in Monetary Policy Classification 
Figure 4: Source Data for Johnson's Change in Monetary Policy Classification 

 

Note. Figure 4 contains the Federal funds rate and the discount rate over the 1974 to 2018 

time-period. Data obtained from Johnson et al. (2015). 

 

The average raw Producer Price Index is 132.45, with a minimum value of 51.00 

in the first quarter of 1974 and a maximum value of 208.30 in the first quarter of 2014. 

The largest decrease in the Producer Price Index is 19.10 and the maximum increase is 

14.60. The Producer Price Index is negatively correlated with most of the economic 

measures, except for University of Michigan’s sentiment indices (consumer sentiment 

and consumer expectations) and is significantly negatively correlated with the CFNAI, 

the percentage change in GDP, the percentage change in employees, and Johnson’s 

monetary policy classification (Panel B of Table 2). 

The Pearson correlations of price in Panel B of Table 2 show that all economic 

measures, except for the BBK Leading Index and Johnson’s monetary policy 

classification, are positive and significantly correlated. The BBK Leading Index and 
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Johnson’s monetary policy classification are significantly negatively correlated with 

price. With respect to earnings, book value of equity, and cash flows from operations, all 

of the economic measures have significant correlations in various directions with these 

three accounting variables, except for the change in the BBK Leading Index, which is not 

significantly correlated with cash flow. However, even though these correlations with 

price are significant, the magnitude of the correlations are small.  
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Chapter 6: Empirical Results 

 

This chapter presents the results regarding the influence of the economic 

backdrop on the value relevance of accounting information. First, I present the findings 

from the regressions of response coefficients (earnings, book value of equity and cash 

flows from operations) and adjusted R2 on the measures of the economy. Next, I present 

and discuss the results of regressions, which include interactions between the economic 

measures with earnings, book value of equity and cash flows from operations in order to 

further evaluate how the economy influences the value relevance of accounting 

information. Each of these price-based models evaluates stock price three months after a 

firms’ end of the quarter. Finally, I present the results of similar returns-based 

regressions, which predominantly confirm the results of the price-based value relevance 

models for robustness. 

Value Relevance Measured by Response Coefficients, Price-Based Regression 

 

Table 3 presents the summary statistics for the quarterly price-based regression 

coefficients for all fifteen accounting variables, with the variables of interest being the 

response coefficients for earnings per share, book value of equity per share, and cash 

flow from operations per share. These response coefficients are obtained from the full 

regression specified in Equation 1, with the reported values representing the specific β 

coefficient for each individual accounting measure.  
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Table 3: Summary Statistics for Quarterly Price-Based Regression Coefficients 

Table 3 

Summary Statistics for Quarterly Price-Based Regression Coefficients  

𝑃𝑖,𝑡+1 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑁𝐼𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽2𝐵𝑉𝐸𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐶𝐹𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽4𝐶𝐴𝑆𝐻𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽5𝐷𝐼𝑉𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽6𝑅𝐷𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽7𝐼𝑁𝑇𝐴𝑁𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽8𝑆𝑃𝐼𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽9𝑂𝐶𝐼𝑖,𝑡

+  𝛽10𝑅𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽11𝐴𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑇𝑆𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽12𝑅𝐸𝑉𝐺𝑅𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽13𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑋𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽14𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑆𝑖,𝑡 +  𝛽15𝑆𝐺𝐴𝑖,𝑡 +  ∑ 𝛽16,𝑗

10

𝑗=1

𝐼𝑁𝐷𝑖,𝑗 +  𝜀𝑖,𝑡 

 

Variable 

Coefficient 

Mean 

 

t-statistic 

 

Minimum 

 

Maximum 

 

Std. Dev. 

 

Std. Error 

       

Earnings 11.01*** 49.60 3.15 21.95 2.97 0.22 

Book Value of Equity 0.58*** 40.84 0.20 1.35 0.19 0.01 

Cash Flow 0.65*** 8.97 -1.36 4.46 0.97 0.07 

Cash and Equivalents  0.66*** 21.02 -2.18 2.19 0.42 0.03 

Dividends  22.53*** 35.13 -13.53 45.80 8.58 0.64 

Research and Development 16.82*** 17.80 2.37 43.19 10.44 0.95 

Intangible Assets -0.40***    -0.84 -29.22 0.64 4.18 0.48 

Special Items -9.54*** -24.84 -29.54 6.88 5.08 0.38 

Other Comprehensive Income -0.10***    -0.81 -6.88 4.53 1.65 0.12 

Revenue 0.82*** 11.55 -0.92 6.78 0.95 0.07 

Assets -0.05*** -13.38 -0.36 0.07 0.05 0.00 

Revenue Growth -0.45*** -10.95 -2.57 2.66 0.55 0.04 

Capital Expenditures 3.43*** 22.09 -0.81 15.35 1.85 0.16 

Cost of Goods Sold -0.99*** -13.65 -7.06 0.34 0.97 0.07 

SG&A 0.65*** 8.20 -4.07 4.42 1.06 0.08 

       

Industry Fixed Effects         Yes      

 Note. Table 3 provides summary statistics for the quarterly cross-sectional price-based regression coefficients. The 

coefficient estimates are based on ordinary least squares regression. Equation 1, as previously defined and presented 

above, contains 15 accounting measures and industry fixed effects. 
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From the full regression of Equation 1, the average ERC is 11.01, with a standard 

error of 0.22. The average response coefficients on book value of equity and cash flows 

are 0.58 and 0.65, respectively, with standard errors below 0.08. For the sake of brevity, 

these summary statistics for the response coefficients are provided instead of each 

coefficient by quarter and Figure 5 displays the trend in response coefficients from 

Equation 1 over the length of the study for these variables of interest. The ERCs are 

typically positive and have more variation. The cash flow response coefficients have 

become more inconsistent, as well as positive over time, which supports the notion that 

cash flows have become more prevalent in the accounting field. This is consistent with 

Barth et al. (2019), which reports that the R2 values of cash flows from operations 

exhibits the largest increase in value relevance during the past few decades, when 

compared to the change in value relevance over time from the other accounting amounts. 

Conversely, the response coefficients for book value of equity have remained relatively 

stable, while ranging between a minimum of 0.20 to a maximum of 1.35. 
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Figure 5 

Response Coefficients from Price-Based Regressions 
Figure 5: Response Coefficients from Price-Based Regressions 

 

Note. Figure 5 displays the earnings, the book value of equity, and the cash flow from 

operations response coefficients from price-based regressions specified in Equation 1. 

 

The average response coefficients for all variables, except for intangible assets 

and other comprehensive income, are significant at the 1% level for the full regression. 

This appears reasonable compared to Barth et al. (2019), as the average R2 values for 

intangible assets and other comprehensive income are both below 0.7% during the time 

of their study, contributing the lowest explanatory power of all the included accounting 

variables. The average response coefficients for earnings and book value of equity are 

larger in a base regression that only contains earnings and book value of equity (12.03 

and 0.86, respectively) as these accounting measures contribute more, individually, to the 

value relevance when the other thirteen accounting measures are not included in the 

equation. The estimated coefficients in the base regression are generally in line with those 

reported in prior value relevance research (Collins et al., 1997; Kothari & Shanken, 

2003).  
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Table 4 reports results from Equation 2, which regresses the price-based response 

coefficients for earnings, book value of equity and cash flows from operations from 

Equation 1 individually on the variables that proxy for forward-looking economic 

conditions. Most of the economic measures sequentially range such that better (worse) 

economic conditions are denoted by higher (lower) values. However, the change in 

monetary policy and the Producer Price Index are different and require further 

explanation. Johnson’s change in monetary policy variable is categorical, such that “1” is 

expansionary, “0” is for indeterminate, and “-1” is for restrictive. Therefore, when the 

economy has previously been poor, for example, the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy 

typically follows with expansionary policies to improve the economic conditions. For the 

Producer Price Index, the values are lower when the change in price has declined, and the 

change in the Producer Price Index, as calculated in this study, is negative when prices 

have dropped from the prior quarter. The Producer Price Index is one of the factors that 

contributes to monetary policy decisions, thus when prices decline during deflation, 

monetary policy is often implemented to increase the money supply with expansionary 

methods. This negative correlation is noted in Panel B of Table 2 (i.e., a decrease in the 

Producer Price Index and an expansionary monetary policy is coded as a positive “1”). 
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Table 4: Value Relevance Measured by Response Coefficients from Price-Based Regressions 

Table 4 

Value Relevance Measured by Response Coefficients from Price-Based Regressions 

𝑉𝑅𝑘,𝑡 =  𝛼0 +  𝛼1𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑡 +  𝛼2𝑄𝑇𝑅𝑡 +  𝜀𝑘,𝑡 

 

 Earnings Book Value Cash Flow 

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic 

BBK Leading Index -0.02*** -0.09 -0.02*2** -1.27 -0.10*** -1.78 

Change in BBK Leading Index  0.13***  0.38  0.02**2*  0.88  0.01***  0.11 

CFNAI  0.75***  3.29 -0.04***2 -2.62 -0.07*** -1.12 

Change in CFNAI  0.26***  0.85 -0.02**2* -0.88 -0.04*** -0.48 

Percentage Change in Gross Domestic Product  0.12***  1.88 -0.01**2* -2.14 -0.02*** -1.29 

Percentage Change in Employees  1.35***  3.62 -0.08***2 -3.27 -0.09*** -0.95 

Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations  0.03***  1.61 -0.002*** -2.41 -0.01*** -3.35 

Change in Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations  0.03***  0.77  0.00***2  0.19 -0.00*** -0.40 

Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment  0.04***  2.49 -0.003*** -2.67 -0.01*** -3.28 

Change in Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment  0.06***  1.41 -0.00*2** -0.15 -0.00*** -0.38 

Johnson’s Change in Monetary Policy Classification -0.47*** -1.89  0.00*2**  0.19 -0.09*** -1.41 

Producer Price Index -0.01*** -0.76 -0.00*2** -0.12  0.01*** 2.65 

Change in Producer Price Index  0.13***  2.19  0.01*2**  1.38  0.02*** 1.32 

    

Quarterly Fixed Effects       Yes    

Industry Fixed Effects         Yes    

Number of Quarters             179    

 

Note. Table 4 reports the results from Equation 2 for the economic measures. This table contains results of regressing the price-based 

regression response coefficients, from Equation 1, individually on each forward-looking economic measure. The complete list of 

variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Earnings Response Coefficients 

 

The results for ERCs in Table 4 reveal a significant and positive relationship 

between the value relevance of earnings and the future economy based on the CFNAI 

(0.75), the percentage change in GDP (0.12), the percentage change in employees (1.35), 

Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment (0.04) and the change in the Producer Price 

Index measures (0.13). The association between the ERCs and the monetary policy 

classification variable is negative and significant (10% level). As previously described, 

the inverse association with monetary policy suggests increased value relevance for 

earnings during restrictive monetary policy (surrounding a “good” economy). This means 

that when the economy is “good” or is heading towards improvement (deterioration) the 

value relevance of earnings increases (decreases). This supports the material change 

hypothesis and aligns with the thought process that when the economy is heading into 

bad times, there will be less reliance on quarterly earnings. The material change 

hypothesis is supported in regards to earnings, using both forward-looking economic 

measures and forward-looking variables that also include contemporaneous economic 

measures.  

These results are consistent with Kane et al. (2015) since they find that the value 

relevance of earnings significiantly decreases during periods of recession and also 

consistent with Johnson (1999) that reports the value relevance of earnings increases 

during expansionary time periods, as measured by one-quarter ahead forecasts of the 

business cycle. Conversely, when controlling for future earnings expectations, Jenkins et 

al. (2009) find that the value relevance of current earnings is actually higher during 

economic contractions (lower during expansion). My findings for ERCs are not 
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consistent with Kothari and Shanken (2003), as their analysis with dividend yield, book-

to-market, earnings yield, and the 10-year bond yield (called “State Variable”) produced 

a statistically negative correlation with the value relevance of earnings. The data from 

Kothari and Shanken (2003) is annual with the dependent variable of price at the same 

point in time as the earnings and book value of equity financial statement measures (for 

example 12/31/2017), with the “State Variable” as of the beginning of the year (along the 

same example as 1/1/2017). The “State Variable” is a past measurement of overall market 

performance and the initial regression to obtain the ERCs does not allow for the timing 

lag in the issuance of the financial statements.  

My results explain some of the conflicts arising from these prior findings. When 

using forward-looking measures of the economy (such as Johnson, 1999), economic 

decline results in lower ERCs; however, when controlling for firm-specific future 

earnings expectations and “after-the-fact” NBER classifications (such as Jenkins et al., 

2009) or utilizing prior year market valuation measures (such as Kothari & Shanken, 

2003) economic decline results in higher ERCs. In constrast to generally considering the 

economy, differences exist between a forward-looking viewpoint and a past or 

contemporaneous viewpoint about the economic environment. My results find a positive 

relationship between the economy, measured by forward-looking proxies, and the value 

relevance of earnings. Johnson (1999) and Jenkins et al. (2009) have not looked beyond 

the value relevance of earnings, thus I study additional accounting amounts next.   

Book Value of Equity Response Coefficients 

 

The results for book value response coefficients in Table 4 reveal a significant 

and negative relationship between the value relevance of the book value of equity and the 
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future economy based on the CFNAI (-0.04), the percentage change in GDP (-0.01), the 

percentage change in employees (-0.08), Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations (-

0.002), and Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment measures (-0.003). This is the 

opposite result compared to the ERCs. This means that when the economy is “good” or is 

heading towards improvement (deterioration) the value relevance of book value decreases 

(increases). This supports the sharpened pencil hypothesis and aligns with the thought 

process that when the economy is heading into bad times, there will be more reliance on 

book values and less reliance on earnings. The sharpened pencil hypothesis is supported 

in regards to book value of equity, using both forward-looking economic measures and 

forward-looking variables that also include contemporaneous economic measures.  

The shifting relationship of value relevance between earnings and book values has 

been previously documented over time (Barth et al., 2019; Collins et al., 1997). These 

results are consistent with Kane et al. (2015) since they find that the value relevance of 

book value of equity significiantly increases during periods of recession. My findings for 

book value of equity are also consistent with Kothari and Shanken (2003), as their 

analysis with dividend yield, book-to-market, earnings yield, and the 10-year bond yield 

produced a statistically negative correlation with book equity. During poor economic 

times, the book value of equity as a measure of firm success is more prevelant, as found 

by these results.  

Cash Flow from Operations Response Coefficients 

 

The results for cash flow response coefficients in Table 4 reveal a significant and 

negative relationship between the value relevance of cash flows and the future economy 

based on the BKK Leading Index (-0.10), the Index of Consumer Expectations (-0.01) 
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and the Index of Consumer Sentiment measures (-0.01). This is the opposite result 

compared to the ERCs and show consistent results with the book value of equity response 

coefficients. This means that when the economy is heading towards improvement 

(deterioration) the value relevance of cash flow decreases (increases). This supports the 

sharpened pencil hypothesis.  

The cash flow is the only significant result from the BBK Leading Index among 

the response coefficients, producing a negative relationship. With respect to earnings and 

the book value of equity response coefficients, the BBK Leading Index is not significant. 

For proxies containing contemporaneous data (the CFNAI includes “real-time” data, 

percentage change in GDP, and percentage change in employees) revealed significance 

with respect to earnings and book value of equity; however, do not produce significant 

results with respect to cash flows. This suggests that the effects of the economy on the 

value relevance of cash flows are more influential when the economy is measured by 

forward-looking indicators. If the future economy is potentially heading in a poor 

direction, the value relevance of cash flows and the firms’ ability to maintain adequate 

cash flow going forward becomes increasingly important. 

Interestingly, the Producer Price Index revealed contradictory and significant 

evidence supporting a positive relationship with the value relevance of cash flows. This 

suggests that operating cash flows become more relevant to investors as producer prices 

increase. The Producer Price Index was not significantly associated with earnings or book 

value response coefficients. It stands to reason that operating cash flows would be of 

interest to investors during periods with higher producer (input) prices. Further, the U.S. 

Bureau of Labor Statistics states that the President, Congress, and the Federal Reserve 
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employ the Producer Price Index data when formulating fiscal and monetary policies. Per 

review of the monetary policy variable within Table 4, the results show that it 

significantly affects only earnings in the opposite direction as the other economic 

measures. This is reasonable as monetary policy usually produces lower and more 

favorable rates when the economy is doing poorly (for an expansionary monetary policy), 

with the purpose of improving the country’s economic position. The significant result of 

the Producer Price Index on the value relevance of cash flows also supports the rationale 

that leading economic indicators, specifically, influence the perceptions of cash flows 

from operations, as opposed to less forward-looking measures like GDP or the Consumer 

Price Index that would subsequently reflect price changes in the supply chain after the 

Producer Price Index.  

Value Relevance Measured by Adjusted R2, Price-Based Regression 

 

Another method that has been utilized to study value relevance over time is the 

change in the adjusted R2 from the regression models, which is then regressed on a time 

variable. If the coefficient in the second regression is positive, then value relevance is 

increasing over time. Similar to my analysis regarding response coefficients, I will next 

use adjusted R2 as the dependent variable in Equation 2. Consistent with extant research 

which uses time as the variable of interest, all of the measures of the economic condition 

are utilized in separate regressions to study whether the adjusted R2 measure for value 

relevance goes up or down based on the economic landscape. I also include a control 

variable for quarter, as previously discussed.  

Figure 6 presents the adjusted R2 values throughout the length of this study, which 

are calculated from the quarterly cross-sectional regressions. The full regression from 
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Equation 1 is represented by the black line. The base regression (containing only earnings 

and book value of equity) is represented in the blue shape. The white area between the 

blue shape and the black line shows the collective incremental explanatory power of the 

13 additional accounting variables. The common and incremental explanatory power 

between the base regression and the full regression from Equation 1 are stacked. This 

figure is in line with prior research (Barth et al., 2019; Collins et al., 1997) and shows a 

steep decline in value relevance in the early 2000’s, followed by an ample recovery. 
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Figure 6 

Adjusted R2 from Price-Based Regressions 
Figure 6: Adjusted R2 from Price-Based Regressions 

 

Note. Figure 6 displays the adjusted R2 from price-based regressions from Equation 1 and 

a “base” regression that contains only earnings and book value of equity. The “base” 

regression is included for comparison purposes to prior value relevance studies. 

 

Table 5 contains the results from these price-based regressions, and each of the 

economic measures separately in Equation 2. Three of the measures [CFNAI (0.023), the 

percentage change in employees (0.039), and Producer Price Index (0.002)] reveal 

positively significant results, which support the material change hypothesis. This 

confirms the significant results from the ERC analysis; however, provides an overall 

view of the combined relevance of the 15 accounting variables. While two of the 

accounting amounts (book value and cash flow response coefficients) resulted in a 

negative relationship with some of the economic measures, which supports the sharpened 

pencil hypothesis, the overall adjusted R2 conclusion is that as the economy improves 
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(declines), the combined value relevance of financial statements also improves (declines). 

Therefore, this overall conclusion is consistent with the material change hypothesis, when 

all of the accounting measures are collectively considered. 

The findings that earnings dominates the adjusted R2 analysis (the same 

hypothesis is true for ERCs and the adjusted R2 analysis) is consistent with the strength 

of earnings from Barth et al. (2019). The authors report that even though the value 

relevance of earnings has declined over time, earnings has the highest R2 among the other 

individual accounting amounts for each decade (1960’s to 2010’s), explaining 46.1% of 

the variance in stock prices, on average. Similar to the prior response coefficient 

analyses, monetary policy is negatively associated with the collective value relevance of 

the financial statements. 
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Table 5: Value Relevance Measured by R2 from Price-Based Regressions 

Table 5 

Value Relevance Measured by R2 from Price-Based Regressions 

 

Variable Coefficient t-statistic 

BBK Leading Index  0.001***  0.14 

Change in BBK Leading Index -0.013*** -1.16 

CFNAI  0.023***  3.01 

Change in CFNAI  0.005***  0.46 

Percentage Change in Gross Domestic Product  0.003***  1.28 

Percentage Change in Employees  0.039*** 3.12 

Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations -0.001*** -1.04 

Change in Michigan’s Index of Consumer Expectations  0.000***  0.24 

Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment -0.000*** -0.69 

Change in Michigan’s Index of Consumer Sentiment  0.001***  0.76 

Johnson’s Change in Monetary Policy Classification -0.015*** -1.84 

Producer Price Index  0.002***  3.52 

Change in Producer Price Index  0.001***  0.53 

   

Quarterly Fixed Effects       Yes  

Industry Fixed Effects         Yes  

Number of Quarters             179  

 

Note. Table 5 reports the results from Equation 2 for the all economic measures, in the 

same manner as Table 4. However instead of utilizing response coefficients, this table 

reports the results from measuring value relevance based on the adjusted R2 values from 

Equation 1. These adjusted R2 values encompass all of the 15 accounting variables. The 

mean from 179 quarters is 0.60, with minimum and maximum values of 0.23 and 0.73, 

respectively. The t-statistic is highly significant at 89.19, the standard deviation is 0.09, 

and the standard error is 0.01. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in 

the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Value Relevance Measured by Interaction Variables, Price-Based Regression 

 

Table 6 contains the regression results from Equation 3, which interacts the 

economic measures with earnings, book value of equity, and cash flow from operations. 

All of the economic measurement coefficients are significant, except for monetary policy. 

In addition, all of the economic measurement coefficients are positively associated with 

share price, except for the Producer Price Index. For the interaction terms of each 

economic measure with earnings per share, book value of equity per share, and cash flow 

from operations per share, most coefficients are highly significant. This provides 

additional evidence that the economic conditions significantly influence the value 

relevance of accounting information.  

When the economic measures are interacted with earnings per share, the results 

are all statistically significant and positive, except for monetary policy (which is 

negative) and the change in the BBK Leading Index and the change in the Index of 

Consumer Expectations (which are not significant). As previously discussed, this 

opposite direction for monetary policy is reasonable, given the nature of monetary policy 

with respect to the other economic indicators. The results in Table 6 are consistent with 

Table 4 and support the material change hypothesis with respect to earnings. 

The significant coefficients from interacting economic measures with earnings, 

book value of equity, and cash flows, confirm the influence of the economy on the value 

relevance of accounting information. The coefficients β5, β6, and β7, measure the effect of 

the economy on the value relevance of the respective accounting values, beyond the 

effect of the accounting measures alone. The purpose for Table 6 is to display that the 

economic measures from this study significantly influence the value relevance of 
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accounting information (β4) and the combined effects (β5, β6, and β7) significantly 

contribute to the value relevance of accounting information. With respect to earnings, the 

β5 coefficients confirm the findings from Table 4. However, the coefficients for book 

value (β6) and for cash flow (β7) – while generally significant – are not entirely consistent 

with the corresponding analyses shown in Table 4, as the coefficients on the various 

economic measures are inconsistently signed (positive/negative). These results are most 

comparable to Kane et al. (2015), which find significant coefficients when interacting a 

binary indicator for recession with earnings and book value. The directional results from 

Kane et al. (2015), with the value relevance of earnings declining during recessions and 

the value relevance of book value increasing during recessions, agrees with results from 

Table 4 as previously discussed. 
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Table 6: Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions – Full Sample 

Table 6 

Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions  

Full Sample 

 

𝑃𝑖,𝑡+1 = β0 + β1NI𝑖,𝑡 +  β2BVE𝑖,𝑡  + β3CF𝑖,𝑡 +  β4ECON𝑡  +  β5NI𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  +  β6BVE𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  +  β7CF𝑖,𝑡  ×  ECON𝑡  

+ ∑ β8,𝑘

12

𝑘=1

ACCT𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ β9,𝑗,IND𝑖,𝑗

10

𝑗=1

+ ε𝑖,𝑡 

 

 Economic Econ. x EPS Econ. x BV Econ. x CF  

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic R2 

BBK Leading Index  0.64***  17.44  0.12***   2.77 0.01*** 5.50 -0.03*** -2.28 57.17 

Δ in BBK Leading 0.19*** 3.05 0.09*** 1.16 -0.00*** -1.09 0.07*** 2.77 57.08 

CFNAI 1.19*** 28.99 0.63*** 14.80 -0.01*** -2.12 0.02*** 1.39 57.26 

Δ in CFNAI 0.39*** 6.48 0.36*** 4.66 0.00*** 0.73 0.08*** 3.55 57.10 

% Δ in GDP 0.32*** 27.07 0.06*** 4.58 -0.01*** -8.43 -0.01*** -2.28 57.16 

% Δ in Employees 2.01*** 30.46 0.91*** 12.76 -0.04*** -8.90 -0.03*** -1.01 57.21 

Michigan’s ICE 0.05*** 21.57 0.07*** 19.70 0.01*** 34.41 0.01*** 4.84 57.90 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE 0.03*** 4.81 0.00*** 0.23 0.00*** 6.97 0.01*** 3.81 57.11 

Michigan’s ICS 0.06*** 22.74 0.09*** 27.84 0.01*** 40.88 0.01*** 8.37 58.20 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS 0.04*** 6.31 0.03*** 3.61 0.00*** 6.93 0.02*** 5.18 57.13 

Johnson’s Δ in MP 0.04*** 1.06 -1.01*** -19.31 -0.03*** -11.86 -0.37*** -19.00 57.30 

PPI -0.01*** -14.36 0.05*** 49.45 0.00*** 63.29 0.02*** 46.43 59.16 

Δ in PPI 0.06*** 7.82 0.08*** 9.66 -0.00*** -3.66 0.02*** 3.14 57.10 

          

Industry Fixed Effects         Yes         

Quarterly Observations        535,405        

 

 
Note. Table 6 reports the results from Equation 3 for the economic measures for the full sample of firms. The adjusted R2 values 

encompass all of the 15 accounting variables, along with the interactions of the economic measures with earnings, book value of 

equity and cash flows. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at 

the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Tables 7 and 8 present the results in a similar manner as Table 6, however for 

sub-samples of profitable firms and loss firms, respectively. The coefficients for the 

economic measures are consistent in sign, magnitude, and are still significant when 

comparing Table 6 (full sample of firms) to Table 7 (only including profitable firms). The 

interactions of the economic measures with earnings remained consistent, except for 

decreasing the significance on four measures (BBK Leading Index, the change in the 

CFNAI, the change in the Index of Consumer Sentiment, and the change in the Producer 

Price Index), changing the sign on the percentage change in GDP, and increasing 

significance on the change in the Index of Consumer Expectations. The positive 

coefficients regarding earnings in Table 4 from the CFNAI, the percentage change in 

employees, and the Index of Consumer Sentiment still remain significant in the context of 

profitable firms in Table 7. The interactions of the economic measures with the book 

value of equity remained consistent between Tables 6 and 7, except for the sign on the 

CFNAI coefficient. The interactions of the economic measures with cash flows remained 

consistent between Tables 6 and 7, except for the sign on the percentage change in 

employees coefficient. 
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Table 7: Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions - Profitable Firms Sample 

Table 7 

Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions 

Profitable Firms Sample 

 

 

 Economic Econ. x EPS Econ. x BV Econ. x CF  

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic R2 

BBK Leading Index  0.64***  13.26  0.04***   0.51 0.02*** 5.96 -0.01*** -0.58 56.89 

Δ in BBK Leading 0.32*** 4.02 -0.07*** -0.55 -0.00*** -0.14 0.06*** 2.06 56.79 

CFNAI 0.94*** 17.05 0.23*** 2.43 0.01*** 2.22 0.08*** 3.85 56.92 

Δ in CFNAI 0.38*** 4.96 -0.11*** -0.88 0.02*** 3.45 0.10*** 3.97 56.81 

% Δ in GDP 0.27*** 18.03 -0.06*** -2.21 -0.00*** -2.11 -0.00*** -0.03 56.84 

% Δ in Employees 1.41*** 15.95 0.78*** 4.94 -0.02*** -3.28 0.07*** 1.91 56.86 

Michigan’s ICE 0.02*** 7.53 0.17*** 27.80 0.00*** 17.20 0.00*** 3.38 57.75 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE 0.02*** 3.12 -0.03*** -1.87 0.00*** 6.96 0.01*** 4.16 56.82 

Michigan’s ICS 0.02*** 6.47 0.21*** 34.58 0.01*** 20.46 0.01*** 6.00 58.11 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS 0.03*** 3.87 -0.00*** -0.03 0.00*** 7.05 0.02*** 5.38 56.84 

Johnson’s Δ in MP 0.49*** 10.04 -1.68*** -18.47 -0.01*** -3.52 -0.39*** -17.27 56.99 

PPI -0.02*** -17.68 0.10*** 58.93 0.00*** 36.14 0.02*** 34.14 59.35 

Δ in PPI 0.09*** 7.90 -0.01*** -0.55 -0.00*** -3.58 0.03*** 4.21 56.79 

          

Industry Fixed Effects         Yes         

Quarterly Observations        392,987        

 

Note. Table 7 reports the results from Equation 3 for the economic measures for the sample of firms that are profitable. The adjusted R2 

values encompass all of the 15 accounting variables, along with the interactions of the economic measures with earnings, book value of 

equity and cash flows. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at the 

1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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In Table 8, the adjusted R2 measures for loss firms are lower (ranging from 44.82 

to 45.96) compared to the full sample at Table 6 (adjusted R2 measures ranging from 

57.08 to 59.16). Prior literature has suggested that the decline in value relevance over 

time could be due to the presence of more loss firms (Barth et al., 2019). When only 

including loss firms, the overall value relevance appears to decline based on the adjusted 

R2 measure. However, the sign and significance of the Econ. x EPS coefficients show that 

when the economic conditions are poor, the value relevance of earnings increases. This is 

contrary to Kane et al. (2015) as they found similar results between profitable firms and 

loss firms during their analysis of interactions of earnings and book value with a binary 

variable for recessions. In summary, the results from Equation 3 between the full sample 

and the sample of profitable firms generally hold, yet the effects of the forward-looking 

economic measures on loss firms reveal a negative association regarding the value 

relevance of earnings. 
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Table 8: Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions - Loss Firms Sample 

Table 8 

Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions 

Loss Firms Sample 

 

 Economic Econ. x EPS Econ. x BV Econ. x CF  

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic R2 

BBK Leading Index  0.42***  8.22 -0.55*** -8.73 0.03*** 7.07 0.08*** 2.74 45.04 

Δ in BBK Leading -0.16*** -1.81 -1.00*** -7.37 -0.04*** -5.04 0.22*** 4.62 44.82 

CFNAI 0.98*** 18.33 -0.42*** -7.45 0.07*** 13.80 0.02*** 0.78 45.50 

Δ in CFNAI 0.15*** 1.64 -1.24*** -9.22 0.00*** 0.13 0.11*** 2.58 44.85 

% Δ in GDP 0.26*** 15.84 -0.15*** -8.61 0.01*** 10.58 0.01*** 1.48 45.33 

% Δ in Employees 1.70*** 19.43 -0.89*** -9.29 0.08*** 9.84 -0.06*** -1.24 45.44 

Michigan’s ICE 0.05*** 14.04 -0.04*** -8.21 0.01*** 22.99 0.01*** 3.11 45.75 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE 0.01*** 1.82 -0.10*** -7.90 0.00*** 3.96 0.01*** 1.74 44.87 

Michigan’s ICS 0.05*** 15.53 -0.04*** -7.57 0.01*** 26.74 0.01*** 3.71 45.96 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS 0.02*** 1.84 -0.15*** -10.34 0.01*** 6.24 0.01*** 2.46 44.94 

Johnson’s Δ in MP 0.08*** 1.65 1.26*** 14.41 -0.10*** -19.43 -0.17*** -4.88 45.30 

PPI -0.01*** -12.12 -0.01*** -3.34 0.00*** 30.00 0.01*** 12.60 45.29 

Δ in PPI 0.01*** 1.09 -0.05*** -5.09 0.01*** 8.87 0.03*** 2.89 44.91 

          

Industry Fixed Effects         Yes         

Quarterly Observations        142,418        

 

Note. Table 8 reports the results from Equation 3 for the economic measures for the sample of “loss” firms, which are not profitable. 

The adjusted R2 values encompass all of the 15 accounting variables, along with the interactions of the economic measures with earnings, 

book value of equity and cash flows. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes 

significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Table 9 contains an analysis similar to Table 6, but without financial firms and 

utilities to verify that the results are not distorted by regulated industries. The results still 

hold and are generally consistent between Tables 6 and 9. However, there are subtle 

differences, such as the effect of the Producer Price Index when interacted with earnings, 

for example. Table 6 has a positive coefficient (0.05) and Table 9 has a negative 

coefficient (-0.01). 
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Table 9: Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions - Partial Firms Sample (excluding financial firms 
and utilities) 

Table 9 

Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Price-Based Regressions 

Partial Firms Sample (excluding financial firms and utilities) 

 

 Economic Econ. x EPS Econ. x BV Econ. x CF  

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic R2 

BBK Leading Index  0.62***  16.28 -0.03*** -0.70 0.03*** 9.42 -0.02*** -1.56 56.83 

Δ in BBK Leading 0.15*** 2.43 0.07*** 0.82 0.01*** 1.67 0.09*** 3.56 56.72 

CFNAI 1.24*** 29.31 0.36*** 7.69 -0.01*** -3.77 0.05*** 2.87 56.88 

Δ in CFNAI 0.35*** 5.61 0.17*** 2.05 0.02*** 3.85 0.10*** 4.42 56.75 

% Δ in GDP 0.32*** 27.11 -0.00*** -0.30 -0.01*** -8.11 -0.00*** -0.99 56.80 

% Δ in Employees 2.15*** 31.62 0.42*** 5.37 -0.05*** -10.29 0.03*** 0.02 56.84 

Michigan’s ICE 0.07*** 25.60 0.05*** 14.11 0.01*** 30.00 0.01*** 4.98 57.50 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE 0.03*** 5.26 0.01*** 1.01 0.00*** 7.68 0.01*** 2.65 56.75 

Michigan’s ICS 0.07*** 26.62 0.08*** 21.56 0.01*** 36.47 0.01*** 8.33 57.79 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS 0.04*** 6.63 0.03*** 3.43 0.00*** 8.12 0.01*** 3.98 56.78 

Johnson’s Δ in MP -0.07*** -1.86 -0.88*** -15.48 -0.03*** -7.82 -0.38*** -18.14 56.89 

PPI -0.01*** -12.12 -0.01*** -3.34 0.00*** 30.00 0.01*** 12.60 45.29 

Δ in PPI 0.04*** 4.97 0.06*** 7.01 -0.00*** -1.22 0.04*** 5.72 56.74 

          

Industry Fixed Effects         Yes         

Quarterly Observations        461,450        

 

Note. Table 9 reports the results from Equation 3 for the economic measures for the “partial” sample of firms, which are not in the 

financial sector or utility industry. The adjusted R2 values encompass all of the 15 accounting variables, along with the interactions of 

the economic measures with earnings, book value of equity and cash flows. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in 

the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Returns-Based Value Relevance Regression Models 

 

The prior analyses with price-based regressions are reevaluated with returns-

based regression models. The change in earnings, book value of equity, and cash flows 

are included and all accounting values are scaled by the prior quarter’s price. Table 10 

reveals the results of Equation 2, utilizing the response coefficients and the adjusted R2 

values from Equation 4. From this returns-based analysis and comparing to the results of 

the price-based model in Tables 4 and 5, fewer economic variables appear to be 

significantly associated with the value relevance of accounting information when a 

returns-based model is employed. Through review of the response coefficients, only four 

of the economic measures are significantly associated with the response coefficients for 

the three primary accounting variables: the Producer Price Index (book value of equity), 

and the Index of Consumer Expectations, the Index of Consumer Sentiment, and the 

Producer Price Index (operating cash flows). This is consistent to the price-based results 

as support that cash flow from operations are significantly influenced by more forward-

looking economic measures. For the adjusted R2 analysis, only the change in the 

Producer Price Index had a positively significant relationship. 
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Table 10: Value Relevance Measured by Response Coefficients & R2 from Returns-Based Regressions 

Table 10 

Value Relevance Measured by Response Coefficients & R2 from Returns-Based Regressions 

𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖,𝑡 = β0 + β1NI𝑖,𝑡 + β2ΔNI𝑖,𝑡 +  β3BVE𝑖,𝑡  + β4ΔBVE𝑖,𝑡  + β5CF𝑖,𝑡  + β6ΔCF𝑖,𝑡  + ∑ β5,𝑘

12

𝑘=1

ACCT𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ β6,𝑗,IND𝑖,𝑗

10

𝑗=1

+ ε𝑖,𝑡 

𝑉𝑅𝑘,𝑡 =  𝛼0 +  𝛼1𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑡 +  𝛼2𝑄𝑇𝑅𝑡 +  𝜀𝑘,𝑡 

 

 Earnings Book Value Cash Flow R2 

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic 

BBK Leading Index -0.15*** -1.32  0.01***  0.61 -0.03*** -0.48  0.01***  0.37 

Δ in BBK Leading 0.01*** 0.07 0.01*** 0.76 0.04*** 0.45 -0.02*** -0.76 

CFNAI -0.20*** -1.60 -0.02*** -1.65 -0.08*** -1.13 0.02*** 0.86 

Δ in CFNAI -0.25*** -1.50 0.00*** 0.11 -0.07*** -0.77 0.02*** 0.85 

% Δ in GDP -0.01*** -0.39 -0.00*** -1.20 -0.01*** -0.37 -0.00*** -0.25 

% Δ in Employees -0.30*** -1.45 -0.04*** -2.09 -0.11*** -1.01 -0.01*** -0.32 

Michigan’s ICE -0.01*** -1.50 -0.00*** -0.60 -0.01*** -2.11 -0.00*** -0.74 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE -0.01*** -0.46 0.00*** 1.26 -0.02*** -1.60 0.00*** 0.07 

Michigan’s ICS -0.01*** -1.55 -0.00*** -0.76 -0.01*** -2.25 -0.00*** -0.43 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS -0.02*** -0.73 0.00*** 1.34 -0.02*** -1.35 0.00*** 0.69 

Johnson’s Δ in MP -0.15*** -1.14 0.02*** 1.55 0.02*** 0.26 0.01*** 0.38 

PPI 0.01*** 0.85 -0.00*** -2.00 0.02*** 2.75 -0.00*** -0.69 

Δ in PPI 0.01*** 0.23 0.00*** 1.54 0.02*** 0.92 0.01*** 2.26 

         

Quarterly Fixed Effects        Yes        

Industry Fixed Effects          Yes         

Number of Quarters              178        

 
Note. Table 10 reports the results from Equation 2 for the economic measures. This table contains results of regressing the 

returns-based regression response coefficients and the adjusted R2 values, from Equation 4, individually on each forward-

looking economic measure. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes 

significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Tables 11, 12, and 13 provide significant and consistent results with the price-

based regressions including interaction terms. Table 11 contains the full sample of firms, 

Table 12 contains profitable firms, and Table 13 contains the firms in a loss position. 

Similar to prior literature, the adjusted R2 values from returns-based models are smaller 

than the price-based models. For instance regarding the category of loss firms, the 

adjusted R2 values from the price-based regressions in Table 8 range from 44.82 to 45.96 

and the adjusted R2 values from the returns-based regressions in Table 13 range from 

24.19 to 25.83. Also similar within Tables 8 and 13 is the significantly negative 

coefficient on the Econ. x EPS interaction variable. The value relevance of earnings for 

loss firms while considering the economic conditions, is different than the full sample, 

yet is consistently different when using price-based or returns-based regression models. 
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Table 11: Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Returns-Based Regressions - Full Sample 

Table 11 

Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Returns-Based Regressions 

Full Sample 

 

 Economic Econ. x EPS Econ. x BV Econ. x CF  

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic R2 

BBK Leading Index 0.05*** 21.17 -0.24*** -32.11 -0.02*** -14.31 0.23*** 30.81 43.36 

Δ in BBK Leading 0.11*** 27.72 0.04*** 3.13 -0.06*** -31.19 -0.10*** -9.23 43.22 

CFNAI 0.02*** 7.83 0.05*** 6.27 0.01*** 7.21 0.06*** 8.06 43.12 

Δ in CFNAI 0.03*** 6.79 -0.11*** -8.33 0.03*** 11.46 -0.09*** -7.71 43.13 

% Δ in GDP 0.04*** 47.19 -0.02*** -8.29 -0.04*** -74.39 0.07*** 27.51 43.80 

% Δ in Employees 0.01*** 2.17 0.31*** 22.16 0.04*** 16.70 0.03*** 2.58 43.19 

Michigan’s ICE 0.01*** 63.41 0.00*** 3.28 -0.01*** -113.07 -0.02*** -31.53 44.56 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE 0.01*** 21.17 0.03*** 22.42 0.00*** 9.12 -0.03*** -30.10 43.29 

Michigan’s ICS 0.01*** 61.30 0.01*** 10.12 -0.01*** -113.75 -0.02*** -28.24 44.53 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS 0.01*** 12.69 0.03*** 16.19 0.01*** 26.75 -0.03*** -20.46 43.30 

Johnson’s Δ in MP -0.01*** -4.54 0.06*** 6.04 0.03*** 24.04 -0.17*** -22.17 43.21 

PPI -0.00*** -25.26 0.00*** 7.60 0.00*** 67.42 -0.00*** -18.26 43.65 

Δ in PPI -0.03*** -58.93 0.04*** 29.31 0.06*** 194.70 -0.05*** -28.15 47.28 

          

Industry Fixed Effects          Yes          

Quarterly Observations        530,738        

 

Note. Table 11 reports the results from Equation 5 for the economic measures for the full sample of firms. The adjusted R2 values 

encompass all of the 15 accounting variables, along with the interactions of the economic measures with earnings, book value of equity 

and cash flows. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at the 1%, 

5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Table 12: Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Returns-Based Regressions - Profitable Firms Sample 

Table 12 

 

Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Returns-Based Regressions 

Profitable Firms Sample   

 

 

 Economic Econ. x EPS Econ. x BV Econ. x CF  

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic R2 

BBK Leading Index 0.10*** 41.31 -0.55*** -35.98 -0.08*** -44.26 0.27*** 30.10 58.76 

Δ in BBK Leading 0.03*** 8.14 0.34*** 14.74 -0.01*** -4.46 0.30*** 22.35 58.22 

CFNAI 0.05*** 16.63 0.21*** 10.49 -0.06*** -29.10 0.31*** 32.10 58.28 

Δ in CFNAI 0.02*** 4.53 0.31*** 14.04 0.02*** 6.72 -0.29*** -19.97 58.16 

% Δ in GDP 0.05*** 68.09 -0.10*** -15.47 -0.07*** -98.42 0.24*** 82.67 60.37 

% Δ in Employees -0.00*** -0.36 1.96*** 59.55 -0.06*** -17.04 0.32*** 21.11 58.56 

Michigan’s ICE 0.01*** 59.76 -0.01*** -9.78 -0.01*** -86.03 0.00*** 2.77 59.34 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE 0.00*** 7.80 0.03*** 14.05 0.00*** 15.20 -0.00*** -2.40 58.23 

Michigan’s ICS 0.01*** 56.49 0.01*** 4.80 -0.01*** -91.80 0.01*** 7.78 59.24 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS 0.00*** 3.64 0.08*** 25.03 0.01*** 18.60 -0.02*** -13.17 58.34 

Johnson’s Δ in MP -0.04*** -15.10 -0.17*** -10.46 0.08*** 43.15 0.11*** 10.18 58.37 

PPI -0.00*** -41.17 0.00*** 3.93 0.00*** 89.57 -0.01*** -66.68 59.76 

Δ in PPI -0.04*** -68.96 0.08*** 31.23 0.08*** 190.42 -0.15*** -71.83 63.09 

          

Industry Fixed Effects          Yes          

Quarterly Observations        387,576        

 

Note. Table 12 reports the results from Equation 5 for the economic measures for the sample of firms that are profitable. The adjusted 

R2 values encompass all of the 15 accounting variables, along with the interactions of the economic measures with earnings, book value 

of equity and cash flows. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes significant at 

the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Table 13: Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Returns-Based Regressions - Loss Firms Sample 

Table 13 

 

Value Relevance Measured by Interactions of Economic Condition with Accounting Values from Returns-Based Regressions 

Loss Firms Sample 

 

 

 Economic Econ. x EPS Econ. x BV Econ. x CF  

Variable Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic R2 

BBK Leading Index -0.02*** -3.60 -0.19*** -19.96 0.10*** 44.69 0.30*** 25.81 25.43 

Δ in BBK Leading 0.12*** 15.08 0.00*** 0.26 -0.04*** -10.43 -0.47*** -27.42 24.23 

CFNAI 0.00*** 0.66 -0.29*** -29.47 0.04*** 15.22 -0.06*** -5.30 24.49 

Δ in CFNAI -0.00*** -0.06 -0.47*** -26.57 0.07*** 18.45 0.15*** 8.06 24.44 

% Δ in GDP 0.01*** 5.08 -0.06*** -19.04 0.01*** 11.44 -0.03*** -9.30 24.19 

% Δ in Employees 0.02*** 2.56 -0.47*** -26.87 0.03*** 7.16 -0.11*** -5.89 24.28 

Michigan’s ICE 0.01*** 15.88 0.00*** 3.80 -0.00*** -20.32 -0.04*** -48.12 25.12 

Δ in Michigan’s ICE 0.01*** 11.24 -0.02*** -9.30 0.00*** 10.32 -0.03*** -16.50 24.23 

Michigan’s ICS 0.01*** 16.57 0.00*** 2.73 -0.00*** -23.16 -0.04*** -47.86 25.15 

Δ in Michigan’s ICS 0.00*** 5.13 -0.05*** -21.42 0.01*** 22.82 0.01*** 2.71 24.55 

Johnson’s Δ in MP 0.04*** 7.72 0.40*** 29.38 -0.03*** -14.64 -0.46*** -40.37 25.13 

PPI -0.00*** -9.73 -0.02*** -46.63 0.00*** 12.40 0.01*** 45.72 25.83 

Δ in PPI -0.00*** -1.88 -0.03*** -17.31 0.02*** 28.29 0.11*** 37.94 25.16 

          

Industry Fixed Effects          Yes          

Quarterly Observations        143,162        

 

Note. Table 13 reports the results from Equation 5 for the economic measures for the sample of “loss” firms, which are not profitable. 

The adjusted R2 values encompass all of the 15 accounting variables, along with the interactions of the economic measures with earnings, 

book value of equity and cash flows. The complete list of variables for this study are defined in the Appendix. ***, **, and * denotes 

significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, I provide a summary of contributions to value relevance research, 

limitations of the study with suggested improvements, implications for professionals and 

for future academic research, and concluding remarks. Extensive research in value 

relevance has added knowledge to the overall accounting literature and this study 

contributes a unique viewpoint to further our understanding of the aspects impacting 

value relevance.   

Contributions to Value Relevance Research  

 

The evaluation of economic conditions and the effects on value relevance – how 

well the accounting amounts reflect information displayed in the stock price – is 

important research for the ongoing value relevance discussion. No other study has 

examined the value relevance of fifteen accounting measures on a quarterly basis for over 

forty years, while including the effects of the macroeconomic background and controlling 

for time. Since the wide body of value relevance research has produced varying results 

(value relevance is declining over time (Lev & Gu, 2016) versus value relevance is 

improving (Barth et al., 2019), along with more nuanced figures), and the methodologies 

for testing are not consistently applied, a deeper and more holistic review is necessary.  

This paper utilized regression models containing aspects from the Ohlson (1995) 

accounting model and Barth et al. (2019) accounting variables. Two competing 

hypotheses are tested, which question: How do economic conditions and monetary policy 

influence the value relevance of accounting information? The results reveal that the 

significant contributions of certain economic measures differ depending upon whether 
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value relevance is determined by earnings, book value of equity, or cash flow response 

coefficients.  

The value relevance of earnings is positively associated with the economy; 

therefore, as the economy is improving (declining), the value relevance of earnings is 

improving (declining), except for loss firms. This positive relationship holds for all 

economic measures with significant associations, except for the change in monetary 

policy. The value relevance of book value and cash flows are negatively associated with 

the economy; therefore, as the economy is improving (declining), the value relevance of 

earnings is declining (improving). Monetary policy does not appear to significantly 

influence the value relevance of the book value of equity or the value relevance of cash 

flows. In addition, the value relevance of cash flows is more significantly influenced by 

leading indicators of the future economy then contemporaneous aspects of the economy. 

Limitations 

 

This study has limitations to recognize. First, the usage of quarterly data provides 

the ability to capture more economic fluctuations than an annual view of economic 

conditions; however, access to all of the fifteen accounting measures was limited to 

beginning in the early 1970’s. In addition, the lagged release of quarterly data after the 

end of the quarter could be different than the timing lag from the issuance of annual 

financial statements at the end of the year. Lastly, the perceptions of and the effects of 

quarterly information on value relevance could be different than annual financial 

statements, which have a more detailed external audit process. 

To decrease bias and to capture as many U.S. firms in this study as possible, I set 

any accounting amount, except variables of interest or those utilized to compute per share 
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values, to zero (Barth et al., 2019). For example, if a firm is missing a value for Cost of 

Goods Sold, this missing value is set to zero so that the firm is not excluded from the 

study. This analysis includes price-based and returns-based regression models for 

robustness, yet both are linear in nature and do not allow for the analysis of non-linear 

relationships. I also focus on U.S. firms on the three main exchanges, which does not 

offer insight on firms listed elsewhere or internationally based organizations. To 

overcome these limitations, the timing for financial statement variables, the scope for 

sample firms, and testing methodology could be revised. 

To improve the study, the measurement for monetary policy could be modified to 

gauge the magnitude of variation throughout the year. Within this study, the monetary 

policy influence is a categorical measure with three classifications (expansionary, 

indeterminate, and restrictive) based on the last change in the federal funds rate and the 

discount rate. A continuous variable based on the raw federal funds rate plus the raw 

discount rate could be tested (see Figure 4). In addition, the numerical change in the rates 

between quarters could be studied as some increases/decreases are small and other 

quarters have large rate changes. This could also shed light for quarters that are classified 

as indeterminate, as the opposing changes in rates (e.g., one rate increases and the other 

decreases) could be presented with the net change as a continuous variable.  

With respect to quarterly versus annual financial statement data, the study could 

be improved by also evaluating annual data and only for firms with years ending as of 

12/31. The economic condition variables could still be from the fourth quarter to ensure 

that the measure captures the forward-looking economy around the end of the year and 

not a view of the entire year, which would include stale information. This analysis would 
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drop those without years ending as of 12/31 so that any seasonality in the economy or 

investor perceptions would not bias the results. Confirming the results with annual data 

would strengthen the conclusions to verify that no material discrepancies arise from the 

differences in quarterly and annual data.    

Implications for Future Academic Research and Professionals 

 

Through analysis of numerous measures of the economy and with multiple 

research methodologies, I find significant evidence to suggest that value relevance studies 

should consider and control for the economic backdrop. Not only do the 

contemporaneous measures of the economy influence the value relevance of accounting 

information, forward-looking leading indicators, such as changes monetary policy, also 

significantly affect value relevance. While past literature has attempted to resolve 

whether the value relevance of accounting information has improved or declined over 

time, a significant consideration should be what is currently happening in the economy 

and where the economy is potentially heading in the future. Prior value relevance 

conclusions drawn from research methods without controlling for economic conditions, 

can be revisited and future studies may account for this important factor. Many of the 

economic variables are available to the public and easy to obtain in database formats. 

While considering the findings from this study, future research may analyze how 

the economy has influenced value relevance over time. Does the economy consistently 

affect value relevance? Or has the economic influence intensified over time? With 

increased access to data through technological advancements over time and the 

convenience of the Internet, investors could be more knowledgeable about the economy, 

thus strengthening the economic impact on value relevance. However, increased access to 
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data over time could drive investors to look beyond the financial statements and place 

more reliance on other sources, regardless of the availability of economic data. Many 

aspects can sway value relevance over time, such as accounting regulation or industry-

specific events, nevertheless the economy is one of the vital pieces.  

Another important aspect for future research is the inclusion of more accounting 

measures. With most prior research only including earnings and book value, and some 

with cash flows or other variables, I study a broad range of accounting amounts (Barth et 

al., 2019) and find that the full picture of value relevance is beneficial to analyze the 

influence of the economy. An avenue for future research is a deeper review of specific 

accounting amounts during historic events, such as the dot-com bubble in the late 1990’s, 

passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002, the financial crisis of 2007-2008, or the 2020 

global pandemic.  

This study provides professional implications for the accounting and finance 

community. The ongoing debate regarding the usefulness and relevance of the financial 

statements is profoundly important to the accounting profession as many spend their 

careers developing, auditing, and evaluating these documents. From a regulatory 

standpoint, it is critical that the financial statements are complete, consistent, and 

comparable; therefore, accounting rules and guidelines govern the requirements and best 

practices to design relevant financial reports.  

Investors depend on several sources of information and they need to know which 

aspects of the financial statements offer more relevance with respect to stock price during 

certain economic conditions. Based on the findings from this study, if the future economy 

is predicted to be poor, investors should look beyond earnings and consider the book 
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value of equity and cash flows from operations when evaluating firms’ financial 

statements. During a “bad” economy, earnings per share provides less valuable 

information when comparing firms and investors should dig further to obtain more 

financial information.  

The market needs reliable information and external auditors play a crucial role in 

validating the financial reporting process. Evidence from this study can be used by 

auditors to contemplate how the economic conditions have influenced their clients and 

the comparable financial statements within the industry. The context of the economy 

should be considered during the audit engagement, as well as knowledge regarding value 

relevance. For example, assessing liquidity and going concern is more challenging for 

auditors in an uncertain economy, such as during the 2020 pandemic. This study shows 

that forward-looking measures of the economy have a negative relationship with the 

value relevance of cash flows from operations. Therefore, when the economy is heading 

into poor conditions, the value relevance of cash flows from operations increases and 

auditors should be attentive to changes or irregularities within the statement of cash 

flows.    

Concluding Remarks 

 

The findings from this study are applicable to academics in the field of value 

relevance, as well as professionals in the accounting and finance community who seek to 

promote the relevance of financial statements or improve the analysis of financial 

statements in varying economic contexts. The knowledge that information is more 

valuable between the financial statements – the balance sheet, the income statement, and 
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the statement of cash flows – based upon what is occurring or predicted to occur in the 

overall economy offers powerful insight.    
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Appendix 

Appendix  

Definition of Variables 

 

Variable Definition (Source) 

Firm Specific Accounting Variables (Compustat, adopted from Barth et al., 2019) 

P Share price three months after the end of the quarter 

NI Earnings divided by number of shares 

BVE Book value of equity per share 

CF 

Operating cash flow from the Statement of Cash Flows per share (if 

missing, calculated as earnings less accruals, with accruals calculated 

as the change in current assets, less the change in cash, less the change 

in current liabilities, less the change in short term debt, less the change 

in income taxes payable, scaled by the number of shares) 

CASH Cash, cash equivalents, and short term investments per share 

DIV Dividends per share 

RD Research and development expenses per share 

INTAN Intangible assets per share 

SPI Special items per share 

OCI 

Other comprehensive income per share (calculated as retained 

earnings, less lagged retained earnings, plus dividends, less earnings, 

scaled by the number of shares) 

REV Revenue per share 

ASSETS Assets per share 

REVGR Revenue growth per share 

CAPX Capital expenditure per share 

COGS Cost of goods sold per share 

SGA Selling, general, and administrative expense per share 

IND10 Fama-French 10 industries (Kenneth French Data Library) 

Economic Measures 

BBK 
Brave-Butters-Kelley Leading Index (Federal Reserve Bank of 

Chicago) 

CFNAI 
Chicago Fed National Activity Index three-month moving average 

(Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago) 

% Δ in GDP Percentage Change in real GDP (Bloomberg) 

% Δ in EMPL 
Percentage Change in All Employees (U.S.), in thousands of persons 

(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics) 

ICE Index of Consumer Expectations (University of Michigan) 

ICS Index of Consumer Sentiment (University of Michigan) 

Δ in MP 
Monetary policy indicator, based on the last changes in the Federal 

Funds Rate and the Discount Rate (Johnson et al., 2015) 

PPI 
Producer Price Index, for all commodities (U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics) 
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Note. The economic measures with “Δ in” are only evaluated on the quarterly change in 

the raw data, based on the nature of the measure. Those without “Δ in,” such as BBK, are 

evaluated first on the raw index data and secondarily on the quarterly change in the index. 


